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Bowling G.Hn, Ohio
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Four groups seek funding from ACGFA
By Mark Dodosk
and Lyaa Dagas
Four University organizations
appeared before the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations
(ACGFA) last night requesting over
$160,000 from 1975-76 general fee
monies
The largest request of the night
came from the BG News, which
presented a budget request of $103,092.
a $73,0(2 increase over last year's
allocation
More than $56,000 of the increase is
due to the rising cost of publishing the
newspaper, according to business
manager Charles J Eckstein
"We've suffered an 80 per cent
increase in what we're currently
paying for the paper.'' Eckstein said.
Two years ago. the News signed a
contract with Allan C. Foster. Inc.. a
Toledo printer, to publish the paper at
a set rate.
BUT DUE TO rising printing and
paper costs. Eckstein said Foster "was
losing money from the first day of the
contract "
"Nobody would accept a contract
without a rising, escalated price clause
in it now." Eckstein explained to the
committee.

\'

ONE ACGFA member asked
whether the News could increase its
income from advertising
Eckstein said an increase in both
display and classified advertising rates
this fall made the News' rates equal to
or higher than the Bowling Green
Sentinel Tribune
"There is no way we can increase ad
rates any further based on the
dramatic drop of advertising we've
already suffered due to the depressed
economy." Eckstein said
Asked what the News would do if it
did not receive its entire budget
request. News editor Curtis M Hazlett
said that "probably the first thing we
would have to do is cut our syndicated
services, such as crossword puzzles
andDoonesbury "

A lone man sits upon a peninsula of rocks and awaits the passing of the day.

"WE MIGHT THEN HAVE to cut
the AP (Associated Press service,
which would cut off the campus
entirely from the outside world."
Hazlett added

Students vote today for SGA reps
Student Government Association
(SGA) elections will take place today
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m All undergraduates who are registered for 12 or
more hours winter quarter are eligible
to vote
In order to vote, students must
present their ID and winter quarter
validation card according to Steve
Dennen. chairman of elections board
Students' names will be checked
against a computer print-out and
students will be required to sign the
print-out next to their names, he
added
There are nine polling places
available for students to vote They
include:
-east side of Commons for Kohl and
Rodgers hall residents:
-McDonald cafeteria area for
McDonald East. West and North
residents;

-Prout Hall main lounge for Prout.
French House and all on-campus
sorority residents.
-Men's Gym for commuter students,
off-campus students. Delta Sigma
Theta. Alpha Phi Alpha. Theta Chi,
Beta Theta Pi and International
Houses;
-Offenhauer main lounge for
Offenhauer West and East residents;
--Founders main lounge for residents
of Harmon, Treadway. Lowry, and
Mooney;
-Anderson main Lounge for
residents of Anderson. Bromfield.
Chapman, and Dunbar;
-Ashley main Lounge for residents
of Ashley. Batchelder. Compton and
Darrow;
-Conklin main lounge for residents
of Conklin. all on-campus fraternity
units and Alpha Gamma Delta

VOTING PROCEDURES will
consist of marking one number in the
columns for president, vice-president,
student representative to the Board of
Trustees, state and community affairs
coordinator, academic affairs coordinator, and cultural affairs
coordinator
One or two numbers may be marked
for the Unicn Activities Organization
(UAO) Director at-l-arge. and one to
eight columns with numbers for
Student Senate.
Candidates ruinlag for offices
laclade:
President W Randall Hathaway,
Ray Marvar;
Vice presideit-Montel Jennings.
Rookie O'Ryan (write-In I.
Academic affairs coordinator--Marv
Helen Framme. Henry Thomas;
Steering committee (stndeal
senate)-Brad O. Bauer. Sue Constable

Dr. Harvey Donley. professor of
quantitative analysis and control and
an ACGFA member, asked Hazlett
what the News would do if it received
the same amount of money as last
year
Hazlett replied that the News might
cease being a student newspaper and
move off-campus, becoming another
town newspaper that would sell its
papers instead of distributing them
without a newsstand charge.
Representatives of the Black Student
Union (BSl'l appeared before ACGFA
and presented a budget request of
$20,300, nearly $14,300 more than last
year's allocation
ELEVEN THOUSAND dollars of
HS1' s request is designated for
programs primarily cultural in nature.
The request provides for a Black
History Week ($2,000). Black Culture
Week ($4,500). and an outdoor concert
($3,500).
Jeffrey A Weber, senior lA&Sl and
ACGFA member, said he "sees an
overlap" in the expenditure of the
Black Board of Cultural Activities
(BBCAI and BSU for cultural affairs
Milton Wilkes. junior (A&S) and
use s legal adviser, told ACGFA that
BSU "is primarily a political
organization "
"We try to show black people how to
find political control over their own
destiny." Wilkes said
BSU REQUESTED $450 for subscriptions to black-oriented periodicals
and for books to put into a cultural
library
"I know people who have more black
books in their personal library than the
so-called library' at the University
has.' Wilkes said
"It's next to impossible to find a
copy of Jet. and you can't even find
Essence or Muhammed Speaks." he
continued
Dr Lawrence J. Daly, associate
professor of history and an ACGFA
member, questioned the nature of a
$400 contribution BSU made to help
finance John Scott's production of
Shades,' a play which appeared at the
University last fall.
"I'm wondering if the Black Student
Union is subsidizing the theater
department for money Mr. Scott
couldn't get from them himself." Dr.
Daly said

BSU ADVISER John Harris said.
"The play 'Shades' would not have
been able to be put on for the black
community if BSU had not given John
Scott the money
"Past history has shown us that
other organizations have not provided
events for us." Harris continued
"That's why we need all the money
we're requesting."
Jerri Harris. BSU's secretory,
added. "Since it's a predominantly
white community, why should they
provide for black students?"
Anticipating the mood of ACGFA.
Graduate Student Senate IGSS)
members revised their original 1975-76
budget request, cutting it nearly in
half. The new request was (or
$22.953 00
Gary Wolford. GSS president, said
they had changed their request
because he had heard about other
organizations' requests and realized
they were asking for more money than
available
ONE MAJOR CUT made by GSS was
the $12,000 requested for a room in the
proposed Alumni Center Wolford said
GSS would still like to sponsor a room
in the center, but they would wait to do
it.
Money requested for a graduate
student handbook was reduced from
$3,100 to $1,897 35
A fund for graduate professional
development established by GSS to
help graduate students In research or
scholarly activities was also cut by
$2,200
But the GSS retained a request for
$3,600 to provide $200 per quarter in
remuneration for each of the six senate
executive committee officers.
Wolford said GSS deserved the same
benefits as undergraduate
organizations.
When asked where he would make
cuts if the total amount of the request
was reduced, Wolford said there should
be no cut because '"the money
requested is equal to the amount
graduate students are entitled to as
their proportion of the general fee."
Richard A. Lenhart. coordinator of
student activities, presented a request
for Cultural Activities to add two new
programs.
One would be a film series and the
other a program about University
alumni who have been successful in the
arts

David Crowl. Mary Foltz. Mary
Camellia Robert Harbottle, Susan
Kloos. Tim McGee. Ginny McGee.
Henry Montgomery. Pete Schmitz.
Kenneth Simonson, Ridge Tennev.
Milton Wilkes;
Student representntlve to Board of
Trustees-Dennis C Bottonari. Dan
Garfield;
State and community nffnlrs
coordinator -Ri< hard Lee Parrish. Jeff
Natalino( write-in);
Caltaral affairs coordinator Michael J Coman, William R.
Erickson, Kim Jakeway.
I' A () dlrector-at-lnrge-Paul Ad
dessi, Darryl L Rolandelli, Peggy
Anderson (write-in).
To vote for write-ins, students turn
over the ballots and write the
candidates' name and office.
Election results will be tabulated by
computer by Computational Services.
Dennen said
• To pogn six

Woman unfolds alcoholic route
By Mary Hlgflns
Charlotte, a middle-aged Bowling
Green woman, sat at her kitchen table
clad in a yellow housecoat. Her graybeaded dachshund nuzzled affectionately at her feet, probably glad she
was pending Sunday afternoon inside
rather than in the slush outside
As Charlotte sat. she unfolded
fragments of her experience with
alcohol. She is an alcoholic.
"I sipped - I was never drunk."
Charlotte said. Charlotte explained
that she had never gone on a binge, but
she simply needed to take a drink

Weather
Ctoady today ana Uaigat with n
chance of mow flanks Man v.
Highs today in the mid and inner
ton and laws toaagbt la the law and
said Ms. Partly ctondy tomorrow
with sagas In the ayfar Us aad the
lawcr 41s. Probability al
aradpitattoa M ner cent today aad
M per cent tonight.

every so often during the day. And as
time went on. her need increased, as
well as her alcohol intake.
Charlotte said she was a nervous sort
of person even when she was young
When she first started teaching school,
she said she would break out in hives
from nervousness. She said she started
drinking to relax enough so she could
handle her problems and responsibility

last of a series
I suppose after I started drinking, it
went right to my nervous system," she
said.
CHARLOTTE SAID that now when
she looked back she had not been very
productive during her drinking years.
"I can do twice as much now that she
has stopped drinking than I could
before." she added
Charlotte said that while she was
growing up she always had access to
alcohol. "I drank in high school and
college - It was just having fun,"' she
said. She said that when she would plan
to have a party her father would supply
the drinks

"My dad would go out and buy a case
or so of beer We'd pop popcorn, eat
cheese and crackers. We'd gather
around the kitchen table and play
"pig" or "hink." sing songs and drink
beer." said Charlotte.
She said no one was ever really
drunk but "we were all high."
Charlotte said she and her husband
used to travel the "cocktail circuit
here in town." During the football and
basketball seasons and holidays there
might be three or four parties a night,
and of course. Charlotte said the drinks
flowed freely.
Charlotte said she first went to
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) meetings
at the suggestion of an aide at a
hospital.
Both she and her husband had
checked into the hospital because
neither felt well, she said. "After a
couple of days my husband went
'kapootie' (had a breakdown)." she
said.
Charlotte said that until this time she
had never thought of herself as an
alcoholic

"One night, a baggy old nurse came
into my room and asked me 'did you
ever try prayer?' Prayer! I said. "I
pray every night!'
"I could have gotten out of bed and
kicked her - you-know-where!"
Charlotte said
HOWEVER, CHARLOTTE said
that later during her hospital stay an
aide came into see her and asked if she
would attend a meeting with her some
Sunday night. She agreed because she
knew her husband would be in the
hospital for a long time and she would
have plenty of free time
"I didn't even know what kind of
meeting," she said.
The next Sunday. Charlotte and her
sister had planned to meet the aide at
Peace Lutheran Church for the AA
meeting When they got there, they
found out the meeting had been
changed to the city building
When they knocked on the door to get
in. Charlotte still did not know what
kind of meeting she was attending
«b Tn rww»* foair

Inside the News
• Tha Naws endorses candidate! (or Sludont Government Association
(SGA) posts. Son page two.
• Mew laws and regulations (or security deposits may aid student
tenants having trouble with their landlords. Son page three (or dataib.
• The action is hot and heavy on a typical bingo night at the Jaranke
Trade Cantor on U.S. Route 25. Soe page nine lor a photo and word
assay.
• The Falcon basketball loam faces a crucial Mid-American Confarence
showdown tonight at Kalamaioo, Mich, against Western Michigan. The
cagors are currently second in tha cenfereiKe. Soe page 10 far details.
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sga endorsements
Today students may go to designated polling places (see page one) and
choose students to represent them as Student Government Association
(SGA) officers
The News' SGA endorsements follow.
PRESIDENT
The News endorses Raymond J. Marvar, junior (B.A.), for SGA
president. Marvar demonstrated his potential for leadership when be
stressed that his administration would work together on one project at a
time instead of allowing student senators to string themselves out over
several projects.
He also stressed the need for a student to be elected to city council,
something which his opponent, W. Randall Hathaway, junior (AlrS),
failed to see as important.
VICE-PRESIDENT
Montel Jennings, junior (A&S), is the best choice for this position.
Jennings recognizes the need to marshal student opinion into a unified
force, and then attack campus problems.
Jennings would also help generate more black input into SGA, and does
not have the fascination for committees or bureaucracy shared by many
campus politicians.
COORDINATOR OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS
The News supports Michael J. Coman, sophomore (B.A.) for
Coordinator of Cultural Affairs. Coman sees the need for the coordinator
to concentrate on events other than concerts. Both his opponents base
their campaigns on promises for more concerts at the University, which
is not enough.
COORDINATOR OF STATE AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
A write-in candidate. Jeff D. Natalino, junior (B.A.). appears to have
the best platform for this office.
Natalino said he would work to end the University's exemption from
the $2 an hour minimum wage law. He also favors the election of a
student to city council.
His opponent, Richard L. Parrish. junior (Ed), does not believe the
election of a student to city council is wise. He instead suggested I a
festival in the streets where students and townspeople could get together.
Polka bands and beer are not going to heal an admittedly strained
relationship.
COORDINATOR OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
The News supports Henry D Thomas, junior (A&S), on the strength of
his stand on professorial evaluations and desire to revise the drop/add
system.
Thomas advocates making student evaluations of professors available
to students who may want to take a particular course. His program would
be student-funded and administered.
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Dennis C Bottonari, junior (B.A). is the choice for this post.
Bottonari advocates polling student opinions on a new recreational
facility and also wants to patch-up the obviously strained relationship
between the student representative and the rest of SGA.
Bottonari said he would not waste his time pushing for a vote for the
student representative, but would use that time to better serve the
students. A change in state law would be required in order to give the
student representative a vote.
UAO DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE
The News could not determine any difference in the platforms of Paul
Addessi, junior (A&S). and Darryl Rolandelli, junior (B.A.). so it is
impossible to make an endorsement decision.
STUDENTSENATORS
Susan M. Constable, junior (Ed.), is one choice for a seat on the
Student Senate.
Constable advocates an academic advising agency staffed by students,
and also a shuttle bus system from campus to downtown Bowling Green.
This idea is worth pursuing, and would probably be most effective if
established as a loop bus route. It would service off-campus students who
must walk through bad weather to campus.
Susan J. Kloos, junior (A&S). also deserves support for her advocacy of
the shuttle bus proposal.
Mary L. Foltz. junior I H&C.S.). is also a good choice. Foltz also would
work on making student; professor course evaluations available to
students.
The News also endorses Mary L. Gamelia, junior (Ed.), for a senate
seat. Gamelia advocates creating a barrier-free University for the
handicapped.
Gamelia appears determined to work for the barrier-free University,
and has already researched her proposal well.
Pete Schmitz. junior (Ed. t, is also qualified for a senate position. He
said he plans to assess and evaluate the student code and revamp it if
needed.
Although there are eight student senate seats, the News only endorses
five candidates The rest show an alarming lack of financial knowledge
or a lack of understanding of campus issues and organizations.

open road hazards
SAN DIEGO - The California
Trucking Association had tbeir annual
meeting here a few days ago. These
aren't the drivers. They're the owners
and trucking executives, the tort of
men we associate with bedrock, freeenterprise faith, the kind who re fun to
twit when you can catch them running
to the government tor favors.
I twitted them the other night as they
listened with audible but reasonably
polite disapproval to the idea that the
Interstate Commerce Commission be
abolished and that they be liberated to
graze on the green grass of the free
marketism. "You're completely impractical. Your kind is gonna put us out
of business." one gentleman said after
the speech. "We can't compete unless
we're regulated."
He may be deregulated whether he
likes it or not. Chopping the Commission's price-fixing powers is
endorsed by a left-right coalition that
includes Ronald Reagan, Fred Harris
and almost everybody in between.
Everyone's for deregulation,
apparently, but the regulatees, whore
dismissed as ex parte gluttons.
HISTORY. HOWEVER, is on the
gluttcn's side. The standard text book
explanation, of the origins of government rate fixing is that the farmers
and other shippers, outraged at the
price-gouging, monopolistic railroads,
demanded protection and the
Commission was born.
Subsequently, as the story is usually
told, the railroads and the truckers
captured the Commission and used it to
screw the public with yet higher
charges The truth is a mite more
complicated
The railroads begged for regulation
from day one. "I have for several
years believed that the national
government, through the Interstate
Commerce Commission, ought to be in
a position to fix railroad rates," said
Alexander Cassatt. the president of the
Pennsy in 1908. "Let the government
regulate us." cried this early and
unlikely advocate of price control.
In that period the railroxd industry

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple spaced
The News maintains the right to edii
all submissions (hat exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
University 1'all

looked something like the contemporary trucking industry. With more
than 1,500 separate railroads, many of
which ran parallel to each other, the
industry was characterized by desperate, toe-to-toe competition.
"When all lines are taken into
account, it is the diffusion rather than
the concentration of the American
railroad system that is of greatest
significance to the political behavior of
the major railroads," writes the
economic historian Gabriel Kolko (in
"Railroads and Regulation: 18771016," Norton Library paperback.
1070).
Our present-day trucking industry Is
likewise deconcentrated with
thousands of independent firms, large
and small. The consequences for the
railroads of such fragmentation in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries were
close to devastating.

Lerrera
overjoyed
Regarding Mr Keith Janosik s letter
on pseudo-patriotism "Remain
seated", I am understandably overjoyed that someone has finally found
an answer to all of America's
problems.
Generally speaking, Mr. Janosik
advocates peaceful demonstration as
the only way to solve these problems.
Specifically, he advocates remaining
seated at such monumentally relevant
occasions such as sporting events
while the national anthem Is being
played
So If we all pitch In and attend these
games and simply remain seated then
we can solve these problems. (too bad
you didn't specify any of these
problems) 1 didn't realize it was so
easy.
MR. JANOSIK, you say (with
seeming authority) that the U.S. is not
the greatest nation on earth. Would you
please tell me which one Is?
The Star Spangled Banner is the song
of America. Mr. Janosik, and although
problems do indeed exist in this
country, our national anthem is not one
of them.
It is a means of recognizing America
and the fact that we are Americans It
has no legislative or political use
whatever, especially as a tool.
There is such a thing as respect, Mr.
Janosik, and tradition, and common

r

BANKRUPTCY WAS endemic In
the lMOs alone. 41,000 miles or IS per
cent of total trackage were foreclosed,
including that of such famous lines as
die Baltimore & Ohio, the Union
Pacific and the Atchlson, Topeka *
Santa Fe
Sometimes this brought wonderfully
low prices to the consuming public, but
It was always highly profitable for the
major shippers like Standard Oil who
could extort rebates and low rates out
of the railroads. Truckers are afraid
the same situation could arise now
with deregulation.
How will they be able to keep their
prices up to profitable levels against
the demands of a corporation like
General Motors, which can do what
even Standard Oil couldn't do then, and
that is put their own trucks, on the road
to force everybody's rates down0
Unless firms like GM are broken up
by antitrust action of the sort we've
never had, they will have to be kept out
of the trucking business even under
deregulation. Their kind of
concentrated purchasing power will
always decimate a decentralized,
unprotected industry.
THE RAILROADS tried to fight
back against the big shippers, using
tactics we wouldn't tolerate today
First, they tried to recoup their losses
by overcharging small shippers

courtesy, so don't try to tear it down
and create more problems.
I suggest you face reality Mr.
Janosik, and let me know when you
think of a country greater than the
United States of America
Brett Geer
159 Rodgers

comic strip
I'm writing in response to Carl
Remensky's editorial, "Rebuttal from
the Scapegoat". He feels he has been
made a scapegoat by Allan DeNiro's
column of the previous day.
However, if he will re-read Mr.
DeNiro's column, he will find that The
BG News is mentioned in only two of
the ten points that are made.
Also, the SGA senators receive much
more abuse from DeNiro than do Carl
and his poor, hounded newspaper.
What if the editorial editor of the
Cleveland Plain Dealer wrote an
obviously paranoic article, such as
Remensky's? He probably wouldn't be
writing editorials for too much longer
But don't worry, Carl. I'm not asking
for your resignation I've met many
people who thought your article was
particularly humorous.
In fact, if you ever need a job after
leaving the University, you could team
up with another noted BG News
humorist. Douglas Keith, and write a
comic strip. It could be called "The

lack of leadersh

WASHINGTON.
DC -President
Ford's WIN program lies moribund at
the White House, awaiting only a quiet
burial at a decent moment.
Its demise will be popularly ascribed
to the fact that fighting recession
suddenly took on more priority with
Mr Ford than "Whipping Inflation
Now." But that is only part of the
story.
The WIN program, the first Ford
effort to mobilize public opinion in the
economic war. was doomed to failure
almost from the outset last October
because of White House staff conflicts
and a lamentable lack of follow
through by the President himself.

•"••'■'vSsysr'
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TOU CONGRESS TYPES ARE SO DAMN SMART WITH THIS FOREIGN POLICY STUFF—HELP
HENRY TURN THI LADDER!'

coordinator on loan from a Washington
public relations firm, to handle the
deluge of mail.
J.F. terHoril

AS MR. FORD outlines his WIN
program in a Kansas City speech
October IS. a "great citizens'
mobilization" of consumers, farmers,
union members and businessmen
would strive through initial and
collective efforts to slow the rate of
Inflation and save energy.
Newspapers throughout the country
ran coupons asking persons to send in
their inflation-fighting plans and ideas
-and the responses came in by
hundreds of thousands.
Mr. Ford named Sylvia Porter, toe
nationally known economics writer, to
head up a nonpartlsan Citizens' Action
Committee to steer the WIN
campaign. Support came from every
walk of life, including labor and Wall
Street.
Leo Perils, community service
director of the AFL-CIO. agreed to
serve as one of the co-chairmen.
So did Carol T. Foreman of the
Consumer Federation of America,
William Meyer, a Pennsylvania
businessman, and Frank Stanton, the
former CBS chief who now beads the
American Red Cross. Ralph Nader was
a member of the a-citixen steering
committee.
Bat while thousands of individuals
and community leaders responded, the
White House never quite came up with
the necessary support.
ONLY A HALF dozen clerical
workers were made available to
Raaaell Freeburg. the White House

Rivalries within the White House
soon began to hamper the WIN project,
too. Staff chief Donald Rumsfeld,
anxious to get an organizational handle
on the WIN operation, removed It from
the area of counselor Robert T.
Hartmann and presidental assistant
Paul Theis, who originally had
persuaded the President to embark on
the program.
Although WIN officials felt it should
be tied to the economic arm of the
White House, the venture was handed
Instead to William Baroody. Mr.
Ford's public liaison specialist.
According to WIN program directors,
things moved dismally stow after that.
"We got a lot of talk from the
Baroody shop but action took forever,"
one official said. More importantly.
access to the Oval Office practically
ceased.
FOR EXAMPLE, Perils of the AFLCIO and Leonard Woodcock of the
United Auto Workers came up with
novel suggestions for enlisting labor
support at the grass roots level. But
their ideas were shelved.
Stanton proposed a meeting of
business and advertising officials at
Blalr House, across the street from the
White House, which Mr. Ford could
personally address. Stanton also urged
the President to hold a series of private
White House dinners with
management, labor leaders and
coosumer groups to push the WIN
concept. Mr. Ford did not seize the
initiative thus offered him
Recession, White House staff
sandbagging and presidential
inattention have killed the WIN
program, but the greatest of these sins
waa Mr. Ford's failure to understand
that be would personally have to lead

through the use of discriminatory
freight rates. That didn't work because
the competition was too "cutthroat,"
to use a favorite adjective of the times.
Merging railroads to eliminate
competition was another attempted
solution. However, even with watering
stock, interlocking directorates, and
other tricks which are now illegal, not
even men like J.P. Morgan had the
resources to buy up enough roads to
make a difference.
Another device that was tried time
and time again was the cartel or the
"pool" as it was called then. The
competing roads in a geographic
region would agree to divide the
shares and charge uniform rates.
Invariably, greed or financial need
would drive the roads to fink on each
other by secretly resuming rebates
behind their competion s back The
original impetus behind the legislation
that created the Commission was the
hope that the government could prop
up these feeble cartels and make them
work.
Thus, deregulation may not do what
we hope. But if it is to succeed, it will
have to be phased in by stages with
some protection given smaller companies against the monopolistic giants
vamping on them
Copyright 1171. The WashtagtM
Pest-King Features Syndicate

Wonderful World of Paranoia

Thomas L. Meyer
777 Manville Ave Apt. No. (

clarifying
I would like to clarify a point in Mark
Dodoshs report on the ACGFA
meeting.
The point that I was making was not
an argument concerning the
legitimacy of any campus group, nor
did I mean to imply that any
organization on campus was entitled to
greater consideration by virtue of
being a "social", "political",
"educational", "athletic", or "fill in
the quotations" group.
Rather. I was pointing out that these
distinctions are Impossible to make.
Any organized unit of students will
necessarily be a "special Interest
group", and to try to delineate
functions as falling outside or inside
political ranges is absurd.
For example, a decision to fund a
music program as a priority would
necessarily nave ripples that reach a
computer programmer who does not
receive the facilities he might need
from the University.
The concern we were meeting on the
part of the committee seemed to focus
on the partisan nature of the Human
Rights Alliance, and while
representing that group. I waa trying
to clarify our function in relation to the
other functions of the University.
David Sbevin
603 Pearl St

P-|

what he had so personally begun. He
even failed to push WIN in his State of
the Union message on the economy.
Chairman Porter intends to quietly
resign as of March 1, and so does
Edward Block, the Illinois BeU
executive who came in to serve as
WIN's executive director Freeburg
already has departed
AU those WIN buttons will make a
suitable tombstone for an idea that
died of malnutrition.
Copyright. 1*75, Universal Press
Syndicate
THE BG NEWS
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Tenants to gain desposit interest
Managing Editor
'

Landlords ire now
required to pay interest on
security deposits If the
tenant occupies the rented
1
premises (or more than six
months
According to the revised
Ohio landlord-tenant law
that went into effect in
November, landlords must
pay five per cent per annum
on deposits of at least $50 or
< a month's rent, whichever is
greater.
Landlords also must
supply the tenant with a
written notice itemizing and
identifying all repairs which
are deducted from the
security deposit. The notice
must be submitted to the
tenant within 30 days after
he moves
However, the tenant Is
required by the law to
supply the landlord with a
forwarding address If be

falls to meet that obligation,
the tennant cannot sue the
landlord for the deposit
damages to his belongings
while living on the
landlord's premises.

deposit toward unpaid rent.
It also provides guidelines
under which the tenant may
withhold rent payments.
If the landlord falls to
keep obligations made in the
lease or if the premises are
judged unllveable according
to existing bousing codes or
by a government agency, the
tenant may withhold rent.

CITY SOUCTTER John S
Cbeetwood said the law
should apply to security
depot's made before the
law took effect because
"there are no clauses
excluding
previous
deposits."
He added that landlords
should begin computing
interest on security deposits
from the date the deposit
was made, not the date on
which the tenant moves into
the premises. "I would
guess it (the interest) should
run from the time the
landlord has use of someone
else's money." said
Cbeetwood
The law allows the
landlord to use the security

CBEETWOOD said representatives of the city
government are now
surveying some rental
complexes to make sure all
meet the standards of the
local housing code. Among
the standards set by both
state and city laws are
limits on the number of
occupants, availability of
trash receptacles, heating
standards and cleanliness of
common areas such as
hallways.
Copies of the local housing
code may be obtained by
calling 352-3572

newsnotes
Crash probe
WASHINGTON (AP>-The crash of a
Trans World Airlines passenger jet near
Dulles International Airport was primarily
due to pilot error, but the Federal Aviation
Administration must assume part of the
blame, an FAA official said yesterday.
Clarence R Mehigin Jr.. deputy director
of flight standards, said the crew aboard illfated Flight 514 misinterpreted regulations
spelling out the minimum safe altitudes the
plane should observe after receiving
landing clearance at Dulles
The plane struck an Appalachian foothill
Dec. 1, killing all 92 persons aboard. The
craft began its descent Into Dulles before
clearing the Blue Ridge Mountains.

State proposals
COLUMBUS (AP)-Gov
James A.
Rhodes officially presented his June 3 bond
issue-tax hike proposals to Republican
lawmakers yesterday. Their formal introduction in the General Assembly is
expected today
Two of the proposed constitutional
amendments went to the Senate. They
include a f 1.6 billion bond issue for all types
of transportation, and a proposal clarifying
the authority of the state to issue revenue
bonds for housing and nursing homes.
'Se.nt tb the House were the other two

propositions. They call for a massive $2 5
billion bond issue for state and local capital
improvements, including lake and river
ports, and a resolution permitting the
legislature to vote tax Incentives for
expanding industry.

Oldest woman
MOSCOW iAPi-Khfaf Lasuria. one of
the oldest women in the world, has died in
the Caucasus mountains at the age of 139.
Tass reported today.
The official Soviet news agency said she
lived in the Georgian village of Kutol and is
survived by more than 100 grand-children,
great-grandchildren and great-great-grandchildren
The Caucasus region between the Black
and Caspian seas is noted for the longevity
of its people.

Tornado
FORT VALLEY. Ga. (AP)-A tornado
caused extensive damage to this middle
Georgia community late yesterday, and a
hospital spokesman said at least 30 persons
were injured, some critically.
"They are still bringing them in," said
the spokesman at Peach County Hospital
hours after the mid-afternoon twister.
Earlier a tornado damaged several
houses and overturned three mobile homes
at Griffin, Ga , north of Fort Valley.
Several persons were injured

If the tenant decides to
withhold rent, rent should be
paid to the clerk of
municipal courts since
municipal court has the
authority to release rent to
the landlord for taxes,
insurance and other ongoing expenses. The right to
withhold rent does not apply
to a landlord of less than
four units.
THE LAW also defines
when a landlord may
lawfully enter a tenant's
dwelling The landlord is
allowed entry at reasonable
times with advance notice
for repairs, inspection and
showing the dwelling to
prospective leasees
The law makes the
landlord who terminates
utilities in order to regain
possession of a rented
premises liable for any
damages to the tenant due to
lack of utilities.
Although Cbeetwood was
uncertain if the law required
a landlord to supply a tenant
with a duplicate of his
signed lease, be said "I can't
believe anyone would sign a
contract without getting a
copy of It."

Artistic attempt

Mock teddawoy, sophomore (Ed.), attempts to draw a still-life far an Art 101
class.

Court rules on Nixon issue
WASHINGTON (AP)-Ruling far the first time on
the impoundment issue, the
Supreme Court declared
yesterday that former
president Richard M. Nixon
exceeded his authority in
withholding
pollutioncontrol funds
JUSTICE WILLIAM O.
Douglas wrote solitary
dissents in three of the
cases, despite his absence
due to a stroke Douglas has
been doing court work in a
hospital room.
Justice
Thurgood
Marshall, hospitalized with
pneumonia, was the author
of two of the opinions. The
decisions, written before he
became ill. were read for
him by Chief Justice Warren
E. Burger.
IN ONE OF, jhe, opinions
written, by Marshall, the
justices ruled ( to 1 that
employes may not go

outside union channels to
bargain with employers
over alleged racial discrimination
In the other decision
written by Marshall, the
court ruled 8 to 0 that
companies are not required
to grant vacations to
returning veterans under
labor agreements which
make the vacations
conditional on having
worked a certain number of
weeks in the preceding year
IN AN unanimous decision
which will affect criminal
procedures in a number of
states, the court ruled that a
defendant may not be held in
jail for an extended period
without a court hearing to
review the evidence against
him
The court agreed to
review in its term beginning
next' fall cases involving a
Maryland program of state

aid to private colleges, a
decision exempting health
professionals from a law
imposing stiff penalties for
illegally dispensing drugs,
and a federal appeals court
ruling allowing public
access to Air Force
Academy files in honor code
actions
THE IMPOUNDMENT
case concerned water pollution-control funds for
fiscal years 1973 through
1975. Congress authorized
$18 billion, but the Nixon
administration allotted onlv
19 billion
The
court
ruled
unanimously that administration officials, who acted
under orders from Nixon,
lacked authority to do this
under the Water Pollution
Control Act of 1972. , .
"AS CONCEIVED and
passed In both houses, the
legislation was intended to

provide firm commitments
of substantial sums within a
relatively limited period of
time in an effort to achieve
an early solution of what
was deemed to be an urgent
problem." Justice Byron R.
White said for the court
A spokesman for the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) said the
decision would have little
practical effect.
Funds can actually be
spent only after they are
obligated
for
specific
projects.

THE SPOKESMAN said
EPA already had been able
to obligate only $4 billion of
the 39 billion available
before the court's ruling
The decision was limited
to the Water Pollution
Control Act and did not
affect impoundments in
general
While the case was in the
courts. Congress passed
legislation under which the
administration now must
receive congressional ap
proval before impounding
funds

Religious arts contest
There will be. this spring, a religious arts compositions
contest on campus
The competition is for University sophomore music
students who will compose religious works for the A
Cappella choir or for a mixed voice choir and instruments
Dr. Wallace DePue. associate professor of music
composition will direct the competition.
The contest is possible because of a 8600 grant by the
Anderson Center of the University.

WINTHROP TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS ON APARTMENTS
FOR SUMMER & FALL OCCUPANCY
'

SUMMER RATES FOR NEW TENANTS AS FOLLOWS
$

165.00/MO. - 2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 2 BEDROOM - 2 BATH
155.00/MO. ■ 2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 2 BEDROOM • 1 BATH
$
140.00/M0. - 2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 1 BEDROOM - 1 BATH
$

FALL RATES START AT $60.00/PERSON
OFFICE: AT WINTHROP SOUTH, 400 E. NAPOLEON RD. - 352-9135
OPEN 9-12 & 1 -4 MON.-FRI. - SAT. 10-1 2 & 1 -3

GET YOUR APARTMENT SECURED NOW BEFORE
IN FLA TION SENDS THE RA TES UP!

■ >r
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i Iran promises oil replacement
PARIS
(APi -Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlevi
gave anurancei yesterday
that Iran would replace any
oil Israel loses as a result of
returning the Abu Rudels
oilfields to Egypt as part of
a Sinai agreement.
"Once the tankers are
loaded, we don't mind where
the oil goes. It is a purely
commercial transaction for
us," the Shah said after he
and Kissinger lunched In

Zurich. Switzerland
The two men met amid the
tightest security in the
history of the Swiss
financial capital. More than
300 policemen, including
sharpshooters, ringed the
hillside
hotel,
and
explosives'
experts
searched the hotel's 220
rooms before the meeting.
From Zurich, Kissinger
flew to Paris to dine with
Foreign Minister Jean

Sauvagnargues and have
breakfast today with
President Valery Glscard
d'Estaiag.

States fears would break
down into disputes over
Palestinian
participation.
Kissinger, who met Monday
with
Soviet
Foreign
Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko. is thought willing
to resume the Geneva talks
after he gets a Sinai accord.
HE SHUTTLED between
Mideast capitals last week
in pursuit of it and hopes to
finish on another trip next
month

step toward peace is In the
Interest of everybody." he
said. "We have always
asserted that a final
settlement will require the
participation
and
cooperation of the Soviet
Union."
The Soviets, feeling left
out of present Mideast
negotiations, favor a quick
resumption
of
the
multilateral Geneva peace
talks, which the United

IN LONDON earlier In the
day, the secretary sought to
insure that the Soviet Union
will not block another
Interim Mideast agreement,
by promising not to exclude
the Soviets from his efforts.
"I hope the Soviet Union
will understand that any

Many women learn 'sneaky' drinking
• from pago en*

Doug Anderson, director of Cenklin Moll, says that maintaining rospoct is on*
of hit biggest goals. Anderson said ho is aworo of his anonymity to his
residents but feels it is necessary to accomplish the job. (Newsphoto by Dan
fwicht)

After that first time,
Charlotte said she kept
going "to meeting after
meeting." She said one of
the problems of society is
that "a woman is supposed
to be a sweet little stupid
fool."
"She's supposed to drink
socially but to conduct herself as a lady," said Charlotte. Often this stereotype
■ will cause a woman to
oecome a "sneaky drinker."
she added.
"I think it's like cigarettes," she said. "I think it's
harder for women to break
the liquor habit.
"So many have gotten
hooked silently - they've
learned to be sneaky about
it." Charlotte explained "If

Hall director's duties vary
By Jeff Rinyaa

\ h.ill director is one of the most important persons on the
I Diversity campus Me must deal with the everyday
problems nl students and supervision of resident advisers
i K.A i while ti vine, to retain the respect of students
Doug Anderson director of t'onklm Hall, is uware of his
■MO) niity 10 his residents
I draw a line between myself and students in that I can't
be too buddy buddy with anyone 1 try to limit personal
friendships to people outside the hall." Anderson explained
I guess maintaining respect is by biggest goal.'' he said
ANDERSON SAID that only aboul 10 per cenl of his job
deals with disciplinary actions
"Most disciplinary
problems can be solved by counseling." he said "That's
how I spend about :U) per cent of my job lime."
Hut
a hall director has many other jobs besides
counseling One of the most important, according to
Anderson, is the supervision of It As
W» nave weekly staff meetings where we talk over
problems and I try to help Ihe I(A with his particular wing I

help them with counseling concerns and encourage them to
be helpful." Anderson explained
Also included in the supervision of RAs is the upholding of
University policies.
"Usually, neither the RA or the residents want me to
interfere when there is a problem If my RAs do their job. it
makes my job a lot easier." Anderson said
"I also employ about 15 students as clerks or night guards
and I am responsible for their performance There is
constantly someone who didn't do his job right," he said.
The most difficult part of his job, he said, is when he has
to fire a worker or take disciplinary action against a
resident.
"It's my responsibility," he added I have to do it, so I
do."
The one thing which Anderson said bothers him
about his job is the readiness of Campus Safety officers to
enter the dorm.
I don't like it," he said. "I'd rather handle the student
myself and take him through the student court system,
rather than the civil courts. In cases of crimes against
people. I don't mind intervention from Campus Safety, but
in property issues, I'd rather handle it myself."

NORTHWEST COUNCIL OF COLLEGES

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Central Washington State College Ellensburg, Washington

MEET A NEW CULTURE

fiWifl*

COSTS:
Tuition and fees for spring and fall quarters
are $473; for summer quarter, $189; and for
winter quarter, $493. Housing with a family is
$100 per month All other expenses are miscellaneous and depend on the individual.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE:
An Appln ation Packer is obtainable upon request from:
International Programs
Central Washington State College
Ellensburg. WA 98926
(509) 963-3612
Applicants must complete the International Programs
Application Packet and return it in lull to International Programs
along with a transcript of all previous college or university work, in
order to be considered for admission. A deposit of $2C must be
made at the same time for spring, summer, or fall quarter, and
$40 for winter quarter. If the applicant is not accepted the
deposit will be refunded. Once the applicant has been accepted
into the program the deposit is nonrefundable.

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO
Combine educational fulfillment and the encitement of
travel in a sirgle learning experience this spring by partici
Dating in Central Washington
State Colleges Mexico Program in Guadalaiara Classes
are held at the Instructional
Center in Mexico's second
largest city. Guadalajara is a
metropolis of two million inhabitants, and is noted for its
pleasant climate and its beautiful fountains and flowers.
This home of manachis, bullfights, and arts and crafts can
be your home for one or more
quarters
The Mexico Instructional
Center offers a number of fully
accredited courses in a variety
of areas, including art, English,
geography, guitar, history,
political science. Spanish language and literature, and Latin
American studies Spanish is a
part of every student's curriculum and is offered at begin-

mng through advanced levels
Language instruction is supplemented by daily contact
with Mexicans, the opportunity to live with a family, and
various field experiences for
credit, such as working with
children in orphanages and
schools, and craft work under
master artisans.
Field trips are designed as
part of specific classes. A twoweek study tour to the precolumbian ruins of the Yucatan
Peninsula is part of one
course. Trips are also taken to
such places as museums,
mines, artisan centers, and
sites of archeological. artistic,
historic, and geographical interest
Students from as far as
New York, Alaska, Hawaii and
Japan have come to Guadalaiara for this unique year round
Mexico Program of academic
learning, field experience, and
foreign travel.

CURRICULUM:
Art Photography (Bask i. Advanced); Understanding Art; Pottery; Glass Blowing; Design Metal; Design FAbric; Painting;
English: Literature & Mythology; Mexico in Poetry A Drama;
Geography Human Geography; Urban Geography; Advanced
Field Trip; History Mixkan Civilization; Latin American Studies:
Survey of Modem Mexico-, Folklore of Mexico; Indian Cultures of
Mexico; Moso-American Pre-History; Comparative Cultures-Mexico; Music Guitar; Political Science Comparative Politics;
Government & Politics in Mexico; Spanish First and Second
Yean Practical Spanish; Contemporary Mexican Literature; Mexican Civilization; Contemporary Theater. Thar* wM be some
changes in the summer, fall and winter curriculum.

OTHER CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE
COLLEGE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS: TRANSPORTATION:
Spring only Montreal Program
Summer only Summer School International 78 - Scandinavia,
Ecuador Community Health Work-Study Program, TeachertoTeacher Professional Experience in Ecuador
Fall, winter, spring quarters: Liberal Arts - London & Avignon

For spring quarter, students participating in the Mexico Program
can take the CWSC leased bus to Guadalajara, boarding at Grand
Rapids. Mich on March 26. and arriving in Guadalajara on March
29 The cost is $ 125 round tnp or $85 one way. The bus is a late
model with reclining seats, air conditioning, and restroom. A
limited number of transportation scholarships will be granted

APPLY NOW FOR SPRING QUARTER
Application deadline for spring quarter is March 1

borne to find her asleep,
with the house in a mesa and
no dinner. Even so. It may
be quite a time before he's
alerted to the seriousness of
the situation. Being away all
day, he has no way of
knowing how much she
drinks"

you're really determined to
drink, you'll find a way."
FREQUENTLY, in an
emergency, "the wife is
supposed to be strong - and
she feels she needs a drink
so that she can take care of
responsibilities," she said.
"No matter how long
you've been in AA, in a real
emergency you'll think.
God. I could use a drink.1
A typical family, according to the New York headquarters of AA, might be
described like this:
"They enjoy cocktails before dinner, wine on special
occasions, a little more
liquor at parties where
everyone's gay and a bit
high ' For many people this
is normal social drinking
and relaxation, and for most
it never goes any further.
"Gradually the husband
becomes aware that his
wife's drinking pattern is
changing. He may notice
she's been drinking before
he gets home from work.
When they have their drinks
before dinner, she isn't
ready to eat until she's had
another - and another
"Later on. he may come

ALTHOUGH in the past
there has been a special
stigma attached to women
alchollcs including extreme
scorn and disapproval, Charlotte said she thinks "there
is a growing approval of woman drinkers."
While a drunk man is often
looked upon with amusement, the female drunk is
looked upon as repulsive and
disgusting. Charlotte said.
"Even though women
drinkers are more approved,
a woman drunk is sUll less
socially acceptable," said
Charlotte. "I had an aunt
who'd take herself up to her
bedroom and would drink
herself to ..."
SHE EXPLAINED that
since many women are
sandwiched into their
homes, their drinking problems can be more easily

cannot control it but she
cannot admit it."

shielded by their husbands
and families They think no
one else knows.
She said when these
women go out and try to
drink socially, they might
think they are behaving
well. "However." Charlotte
uid. "they're most likely
tottering and mumbling obviously drunk."
Charlotte said she thinks
there is more guilt attached
to hiding alcholism "Everybody knows Most of all. the
alcnolic knows - she knows
she's lying.
"It's easier to hide running around with other men
and women than to hide
drinking - it comes out like
a blast It sticks out like a
sore thumb." she said. "Its
better to accept it. stop
trying to hide, and do something about it.
"There's no regulating
yourself either." Charlotte
said. "It's that damn first
drink that'll put you down
the hill, sister."
Charlotte said denial of
alcoholism is part of the
sickness - especially for
women alcoholics "She will
deny it. insist she can
control it She knows she

IN CHARLOTTE'S conversation, she discussed
other, alcoholic women she
has met through A A They
have not been as fortunate
as Charlotte
A number of them have
spent time in jail, in the Toledo Mental Hospital ward
for alcoholic women, or
have difficulties with their
familes
Some work as
cooks and waitresses, others
are school teachers and one
is a librarian.
All the women, however,
have the problem of combating addiction in the face of
uniformed public opinion.
Charlotte said husbands of
alcoholic women find accepting the fact that their
wives are alcoholic is extremely difficult.
"It is very difficult for
husbands, because they are
loo proud, if they could just
understand that she is
suffering." Charlotte said
"In AA you don't promise
you'll never take another
drink - all I can promise is
onedayata time "

Russians wear Perrysburg T-shirts
PERRYSBURG.
<AP)Thls northwestern Ohio city
of less than 10,000 is all agog
over the world champion
Russian gymnasts wearing
Perrysburg Middle School
T-shirts in a Japanese international meet.
The Russians wore the Tstiirts In the competition
telecast nationally last
weekend on ABC TVs Wide
World of Sports program.

Dairy
Queen

AND PERRYSBURG
Principal Paul Klmmelman.
One of the prime movers In
the gifts to the Russians but
year, missed it all
"I was going to watch It
because we're really lotting
into gymnastics In our
school. I took a nap instead.
Everybody else around town
seemed to see it,"
Kimmelman said sheepishly
yesterday
MORE THAN 40 Perrys-

burg sixth, seventh and
eighth grade students
presented the T-shirts and
flowers to the Russians
when they appeared on an
American tour in Cleveland
last fall. Three members of
the
faculty,
Debbie
Wllhelms. Bernie Frick and
Ron Williamson, accompanied the group.
"Some of our kids were
given medals by the
Russians.
Olga Korbut

signed programs and even
kissed one
of our
youngsters,"
the
Perrysburg principal said.
KORBUT was the sensation of the 1972 Olympic
gymnastics competition at
Munich, Germany.
Kimmelman still is taken
aback by it all.
"We're stunned." he said
"Imagine Perrysburg being
in Japan."

TODAY'S SPECIAL!
• FOOTLONG HOT DOG
• FRENCH FRIES
• BOWL OF SOUP

$

i

oo

WITH CHILI
SAUCE 4.10
Open 'til Midnight Mon.-Sat.; Sun. 'til 11:30
434 E. Wooster

Follow Falcon Basketball Tonite!
with Denny Castiglione
and Stefan Holmes

on the Rockin' 680!
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Placement sign-up set
1-1; kindergarten k-3; general science: 7-10; chemistry, lilt; comp. id.: 9-11; French. Spanish, German: 7-12; math:
7-12; special ed lEMRl 1-12; ind. aria: 9-12; English: 7-11
Kenstea Local Stauli, Ohio icitizenship reqd '-all areas
Versailles Elementary Schaol lOhiol-ElemenUry 14;
EMR intermediate; EMR primary. LD primary;
kindergarten, p.e. and music (combined): k-S.

Sign-up will be held tomorrow from 4 30-5 30 p.m. (or
schools and Friday from 3-4 p.m. for non-schools in the
Forum, Student Services Bldg
A data sheet must be turned in at the time of sign-up.
BUSINESS
March <
Armco Steel Co
citizenship reqd i-Accounting
assistants: B ti M acctg.; asst industrial engineer
i technical computing i B comp sci
Arthmr Yoaag aad Co. 'citizenship reqd '-Summer
internship Juniors acctg Must have GPA of JO and 3 3 or
better in major Internship also available to candidates
wishing to work during spring quarter

March*
Cleveland Beard of Education EMR LO/BD. and deaf
ed : secondary 7. elementary; math: secondary; gen. or
comprehensive science secondary; voc home ec.:
secondary, industrial arts: secondary, business ed. >w wo
shorthand, data processing, dist. ed.l: secondary:
educational media: secondary, reading: secondary and
elementary
Masklagam Vacattoaal School (Zanesvillel-Vocauonal
business block program (acctg. steno. general clerk
block) BAM.bus. ed.
Lakewoad Panbc Schools icitizenship reqd )-Educational
media k-12: industrial arts: 7-12; visual art. k 12. deaf and
hard of hearing: k-12; LD k-8 reading k-12; math 7-12.
comprehensive science: 7-12; elementary: k-8
Montgomery Coaaty School District (Maryland >announced at sign-up.
March 7
Bedford City School District (Ohio)-announced at sign
up
Lake Coaaty Board of Edacattoa (citizenship reqd ) business ed. comp 10-12, general science 7-9, math 7-12;
chemistry, physics: 11-12; French-Spanish 11-12, art: 1-12;
music (vocal and instrumental) 1-12; English: 7-12; social
studies: 7-12; home ec.: 7-9; industrial arts 7-9. dist ed
11-12; elementary, k-6. EMR and or LD. speech and
hearing therapist.
Medina Coaaty Joint Vocational Schools -announced at
sign-up.

March a
Clactauati lawraace Co. i citizenship reqd. i -Claims rep .
B business i insurance), liberal arts
Hoasrkold
Fiaaicc
(citizenship reqd > Branch
management trainee B business or liberal arts.
Iateraatioeal Harvester (perm visa or U.S. citizen) Purchasing B procurement
March*
Barnes. Weadllig & Cook-Spring qtr internship juniors
or seniors, acctg
Flreitoac Tire aad Rabber Co. icitizenship reqd I Accounting B acctg . industrial relations B mgmt
Gewral Electric Corp. iperm visa or US citizenlFinancial mgmt program B acctg . math, econ . fin .
mfg mgmt program B 1 M electronics, manufacturing,
prod and operation, non-program positions B1M mfg .
prod and operation
MerMaa lasaraaee icitizenship reqd i-Field claim
adjusters B business or liberal arts, staff positions B A
M business or liberal arts
Moore Baslaess Forms-Sales reps B all majors
Suo.ii Depl. Stares-assistant buyer trainee: B & M any
degreed persons interested in a career in retail mgmt
March 7
Wriifleld Companies
icitizenship
Underwriter field rep trainee: B all majors

Police report assault,
robbery this weekend

reqd >-

SCHOOLS
March 3
Harford Coaaty School Board iMaryland)-Science, ind
arts. & math
Parma City Schools (citizenship reqd >-Elementary: 1-6;
general science 7-9. math 7-12. English: 7-12. special
education (EMR. LD A BD) elem . business education: 712. special education i EMR> 7-12
March 4
Harford Coaaty Schools iMaryland)-Special ed mental
retardation, perceptual impairment and diagnostic
teaching, guidance counselors three years of classroom
experience as well as 45 quarter hours
March 5
American Graded School (Brazil)-WPE elementary and
secondary, math icalc and adv. I. secondary; math lalg
and geog I secondary. English junior and senior high
school. English drama: elementary 1-5. high school
principal; curriculum coordinator
Clermont Co. Board of Ed. (Batavia. Ohio)-Elementary:

■

„. .

A 50-year-old woman is in
fair condition in Wood
County Hospital as a result
of an assault Saturday
evening
Ruth K
Martin was
assaulted in her home at 870
I.vn Road at approximately
7 30 p.m. while her husband,
Boyd Martin, pulled their
car out of the garage and
waited for her in the driveway They were on their way
to a basketball game.
Police said the assailant
was apparently lurking in
the house, as there were no
signs of forced entry or
theft.
Ruth Martin appeared to
have been beaten with a
blunt intsrument. though no

weapon was found in the
bouse
Boyd Martin reported a
10 minute lapse between the
time he left the house and
returned to find his wife
No apprehensions have
been made by police
The Discount Stereo Tape
Center at 1080 S Main St
was broken into on Friday
and several pieces of stereo
equipment were reported
missing
Andrew D Zell, 21. of
Napoleon, was arrested on
charges of disorderly conduct while intoxicated and
malicious destruction of
property early Sunday
morning
Zell reportedly
broke several windows at
Howard's Club H. 210 N
Main St.

,,

At

OTHER

THIS WEEK
Back By Popular Demand

EAST
RIVER

DRIVE
$

1.00 cover charge
18 or over

Remember the Specials!
110 North Main St.

354-7055
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THIS AD COST YOU $7,700.00
WAS YOUR MONEY AND OUR EFFORTS WORTH IT?
Jo
til
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n
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• Assisted with free concerts last spring for May Day fund
raising festival, last summer in Union, and this fall with free
Academic Affairs
concert,
Aerosmith
• Student Unions - 9 formed at present from an original 2
•
Working
relationship with UAO - the results of this can and
• University wide student evaluation of professors • nearly
will
be
positive
completed, expect to see it instituted in spring and published
• There will be concerts this spring and even this quarter yet thereafter
they are presently being booked • who they are will be
• Progress is being made on elimination of general fee payreleased soon - you won't be disappointed.
ment for student teachers
•
Frampton and Rungren fell through because of sickness and
• Pass ■ Fail Honors proposal by Faculty Senate postponed
a snow storm - we'll keep pushing - sounds like B.S. now but
from this year until 1978 - would have elimated honors for
you'll see. Giving up isn't the answer
all those with over 13 hours S/U (How about that Ed. majors?)
• Virtually every aspect of having a stadium concert has been
• Course being offered in spring: study of sexism at BGSU, 4
approved - it is a matter of getting the acts. That's the only
hrs. credit Political Science
reason it fell through last time - no acts. Again, we'll keep
• Library hours extended till 10 p.m., Saturday before finals
pushing (and we know the Athletic Dept. could use the $.
Community (town) Affairs
Therefore they'll be pushing too).
• Running students for 3 city council positions & mayor;
Organizational SUPPORT BY SGA
registering students to vote in BG
• Promoted televised public meeting between mayor, land- • Ohio Marijuana Coalition - to educate students and lawmakers, not advocate use
lords, & students concerning paving of streets 1-8. (Electing
• Indo-China Peace Campaign - to broaden world political
students to council could bring about action on this).
viewpoint
• Study being done on Municipal Court - is justice resting on
• Financial Support of Black Cultural Week - assistance is what
double-triple standard? Comparative case analysis.
is so underplayed here - black culture; pressure put on library
State and National Affairs
to institute black cultural section
• Participation in Ohio Student Association - input into how • Responsible for undergraduate attendance at Values &
this university gets funded and uniting of Ohio schools in
Evaluation Conference
BLOC
• Promotion of BG Spirit - buttons, basketballs at game thrown
• National Student Lobby - still collecting donations: we will
to crowd
definitely join this quarter
• Helped raise monies for Rape Crisis, Karma, by supplying
• Provided busses to Kent State Rally in memory of shooting
bands, booths, at May Day Festival
of students
Internal Changes in the Organization
University Community
• Parking: proposal turned in - thus far tentative agreement on • Election procedures tighter in security, computerized to minimize human error or intervention
changing meters to 10 hours, making lot by TU station on
•
Student
court personnel screened by committee made up of
campus, extending time to register autos (more to come in
faculty,
present
court members, and personnel board-elimBG News)
imation of spoils system
• Food - research on nutrient expert done • currently in committee - wish we had enough money to hire our own with • Screening Committee for ACGFA will be mandatorily broader
based in representation from different student groups,
student funds
including equanimity in sex
• Campus Safety - funding and support of citizens for campus
disarmament; survey distributed to faculty senate on arms • SGA - Graduate Student Senate ties will be established in
University Charter
issue; petitions may be circulated soon
• Health Center - campus-wide survey shows need for • SGA budget can make money instead of being limited to
amount ACGFA allocates - this could mean gradual buildup
investigation; again, need funding to hire expert
of fiscal power base
• Mailboxes for off-campus students to be installed on campus
- nearing total administrative approval needed - would • Re-evaluation of Homecoming in light of the reaction to the
fatest queen and to the weekend in general - to drop it or
greatly assist Student Housing Association with mailing
make it relevant to more students
costs
• Policical Viewpoint* Russell Means of American Indian • Formation of Student Assembly - representing on-campus
Movement, and Daniel Ellsberg for Indo-China Peace Camresidence halls for communication and problem-solving
paign brought to campus as was Richard Celeste, current Lt.
purposes (humanistic answer to hot sheet)
Governor
• Support of ERA through pushing for admission of women • Searching for offices in central campus location - if we get a
break, we'll take it
into Business Fraternity by using ACLU
Cultural Affairs
• SGA question of the week to in a small way gather student in
put on issues
• Orientation Concert — Josh White and The Ship

THE SGA RECORD 1974-1975:

Communication 40.7%
id

BGSU BUSINESS OFFICE

Flyers: $161.64
BG News: $1020.12
Phones: $954.00 (rental);
Posters: $137.95
$300.00 Long distance
Sentinel Tribune $36.40
Duplicating $113.71
Promotion of BG Spirit: $185.49
Postage: $81.60
Women in Communications: $15.00
Key: $80.00
Ads: $122.00
Temporary Employment $903.64 11.5%
Transportation $740.51 (see below) 9.3%
Remainder for Incoming Administration: Approx. $2500.00

Expenditures of SGA President
Out of Personal Funds
Payment for this ad over the $50.00
limit unless money allocated by SGA: $145.00
Flowers for office help $20.00
Tuxedo to escort the queen $30.00
Bill from Kaufman's for drinks at SGA Christmas party $25.00
Donation to APO Emergency Loan Fund $420.00 in fee waiver
Includes spring not yet donated ■ Omits fall Problems with parking service
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THE PROPOSAL will be
reviewed by a panel
including Dr Ericksen. a
(acuity member of the
University Division
Advisory Council. Dr.
Giardina and the director of
the Competency-based University Undergraduate
Education Center

Dr. John G. Ericksen.
dean of the College of Arts
and
Sciences.
has
established a General
Education Resource Fund
for mini-grants to (acuity
submitting proposals (or
investigating general
education.
The fund could provide up
to ISOO (or individuals and
groups o( faculty to examine
curncular development,
implementation and
evaluation o( disciplinary
and
interdisciplinary
courses in general education
Faculty who wish to apply
(or a mini-grant should
submit a short proposal for
the area they wish to
explore to Dr Richard C
Giardina. director o( the
University Division o(
General Studies
Dr
Ericksen said he anticipates
that decisions should be
made about two weeks a(ter
the proposal is submitted.

Criteria for evaluating
grant proposals include
-number of students
affected;
-evidence of an experimental approach to curriculum in the general studies
areas;
-potential replicability in
other general studies areas,
and
-capacity for evaluating
results of the project
Proposals should be
submitted to Dr Giardina at
28 Shatzel Hall Proposals
for spring quarter should be
submitted bv March 10

Elections held today
• from page 1

"No one has to walk too far
to vote "
He said that as of today
the campaigning procedures
have been legal with the
exception of minor poster
violations

Tabulations will begin
tomorrow, with write-ins
being hand-counted by the
election board Counting of
the write-ins will be
observed
by
both
presidential candidates, a
graduate assistant and
faculty member.
Dennen said he hopes to
announce the results by 2
p in
tomorrow in the
Student Court, Student
Services Bldg

"It was just a matter of
posters being in the wrong
spots." he said But they
were taken care of "

,

He said those candidates
whose posters were in the
wrong places were notified
and told to go and remove
them An election board
member then checked to see
if they were removed, he
added

HE SAID he doesn t
expect the voting turn-out to
be large because there
doesn't seem to be too much
interest among students
But maybe with the nine
locations, more students
will vote." Dennen said

Any violations must be
filed no later than 7 p m
todav. he said

give to th€ march of Dimes

HEY
PODNERS!
WEDNESDAY IS

$ DOLLAR DAY $
CHEESEBURGER PLATTER
H pound freshly pound purt batf
with a slice ol maltow chaasa
on toastad sasama s««d bun,
frtnch hits and cola slaw

$1.00

BUDGET BREAKDOWN - ALL ITEMS GO THROUGH
ij

Prof brings about
faculty mini-grants

REG. $1.31
SAVE 31«

Entertainment and Special Events 24.7%
Ellsberg $1000.00
Sound System Rental $231.60 (for speakers, mixers)
Speaker Accomodations $102.50 (travel for R. Means
Room for bands)
Dinner for guests - $103.85 (all non-SGA members
as guests, i.e. Ellsberg's agents)
Film for summer: Sounder: $254.00
Nichols Blues Band: $100.00
Flowers (funeral arrangements) $55.32
Debt to Cultural Boost $100.00 (R. Means)

300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.
GOOD ONLY
FEBRUARY 19
ALL DAY

CINEMA I

FINAL WEEK!
EVE. AT 8:00

VTHE

Equipment 13.8%
IBM Cards for election: $64.00
Typewriter $450.00 (old one broke)
Supplies: $381.12
Election Booths: $41.60
Tarpolene for Memorial Hall $100.00 (D. Ellsberg)
University Bookstore: $39.04 (supplies)

INFERNO
CINEMA n

Klevers: $13.90

MUST END THUR.
EVE. AT 7:15-9:30

An all NEW film...
Since I may be paying for some or all of this ad (in order to alleviate any SGA responsibility from what I say here), I will speak
bluntly. You judge our record as it appears here and read the News
for details into projects. We will not bore you with a weekly propaganda column, believing that results speak louder than description
of a step-by-step-analysis.
Lately 1 am hearing and reading that my personal expenditures
are rip-offs or outright illegal. I reply that I have or can get receipts
proving I paid for these alledged expenditures myself without

reimbursement.
if you vote
against donating money to SGA because you think I or we mispent
it, you will be basing your decision on untruth. If you don't vote, you
will be allowing SGA to sink back to the depths of being merely an
arm of the administration, something they should not want and
students don't need.

(Mr

CLA-ZEL BARGAIN ADMISSION
ADULTS $1.00 - CHILD 50«

aauEJOTi

$

1

NOW PLAYING
7:30-9:15

IT'S BACKI TV AS YOU WILL
NEVER SEE IT AT HOMEI

"THE GROOVE TUBE'
RATED X

(
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local briefs
Comic operetta
Gilbert and Sullivan's "The Pirates of Peiuance" or
•The Slave of Duty'' will be presented at 8 p.m. tomorrow
and Friday in the Grand Ballroom. Union
The program, a comic operetta about duty, is being
produced by the University's Opera Theatre in cooperation
with the Student Activities Office
The operetta is free and open to the public

Sickle cell
Representatives of the Sickle Cell Anemia Program of
Northwest Ohio will be in the Student Court Room, Student
Services Bldg at 10 am tomorrow to explain the
problems of sickle cell anemia and to do some testing.
according to Stan Witherspoon. evaluation specialist for
the Student Development Program

Refugee lecture
The Rev Dr Joel Gajardo Velasquez of Santiago. Chile,
a refugee who was imprisoned for two weeks following the
overthrow of the Allende regime, will speak at First
Presbyterian Church, at 7 30 p m tomorrow
Dr. Gajardo will talk about the world hunger crisis and
the church's role in alleviating it. how Americans can
support the cause of justice in the Third World and what is
happening to the church in Chile today
He is completing a six week stay in Findlay as one of 10
ministers throughout the world who have come to the
United States to further understanding of the world
mission of the United Presbyterian Church in America

Ticket donation
The Anderson Hall Student Foundation, recently
established due to student interest within Anderson Hall to
become actively involved in the University and
community, is requesting basketball tickets for Saturday's
3 p.m. game with Milwaukee They will be donated to the
Miami Children Center so that underprivileged children
and their big brothers and sisters may attend the game
Students are asked to pick up tickets at the Memorial
Hall Ticket Office and leave them at the window
There are about 25 participants of the foundation and
membership is growing The organization does not
generate any of its own lunds and its services are
volunteer

Two recitals
Back-to-back music recitals are planned for today and
tomorrow in the Recital Hall. College of Musical Arts.
Pianist David Pope, acting dean for public mission in the
College of Musical Arts, will present a public concert at 8
p.m. today
Pope is a first-prize winner in all live divisions of the
Society of American Musicians competitions and has
performed concerts throughout Europe. Asia and Central
America.
Tomorrow at 8 p.m a joint recital will be given by
pianist Elizabeth Cobb and flutist Harold Skinner
Both concerts are free and open to the public

Camp job
The Hiram House Camp, near Cleveland, will interview
for summer jobs next week, and those interested must sign
up for appointments by 5 p m Friday
Interviews will be held next Tuesday, from 10 am -330
p.m. in the Placement Office. 360 Student Services Bldg

New ushers

Senator submits parking modifications
By Larralae Jamesoa
Staff Reporter
Proposals
to modify
existing parking services
and facilities was submitted
to the Parking Services
Committee by Kelly A
Meyer. Student Government
Association iSGA) senator
"An overview of
the
proposal is to trim parking
services meter receipts and
replace it with a nominal
increase in the registration
fee to both faculty and
students." Meyer said
The proposal also would
provide
for
the
redesignalion of
some
University parking lots
According to Meyer, the
major objective of
the
proposals
is
to
give
University
students
and
visitors more convenient
parking facilities
The Parking Committee,
which
is
comprised
of
faculty, staff and student
members, recommends and
votes on all parking policies
The
Parking
Bureau
enforces
these
policies
However. Meyer's proposals
were not voted on at last
Wednesday's meeting since
not enough committee members were present to
constitute a quorum
The
proposals
were
discussed by the committee
members who were present,
and
Melvin
R
Jones,
parking bureau supervisor.
presented a written reaction
to the proposal
MEYER'S
PROPOSAL
called for Lot No A near the
heating plant and Lot No 9
near the television station to
be changed from commuter
to on-campus lots for the

convenience
of
students
living in Founders Quad.
Sorority Row. Rodgers Quad
and Kohl Hall
Meyer proposed that the
metered lot near the Library
be changed to strictly a
commuter lot from 7 a.m.-5
p.m
Meyer's
proposals
suggested that all metered
lots, with the exception of
lot el west of Founders, lot
13 in front of the Men's and
Women's gyms, lot 17
behind the Union, and the lot
in front of the Union, be
changed from one-half hour
and one-hour lots to twohour lots
Meyer
said he feels
visitors do not have enough
time to take advantage of
the lot
If
the proposal
to
redesignate the metered lot
near
the Library
was
approved. Meyer suggested
that auto registration fees
be raised from 820 to 825
"With current registration
being 7900 cars, an increase
of »:'. would bring in 839.500.
which is more than enough
to
compensate
parking
services for the absence of
meter receipts and fines."
he said
MEYER PROPOSED that
the registration period for
autos be extended from 48
hours after initial arrival on
campus to 96 hours, or 4
days
Meyer's proposal
also
requested the reduction of
some fines
Meyer also said that with
the reduction of metered
lots, a reduction in meter
officers
would
also
be
possible The job could be

WASHINGTON
(AP)--A
fellow Southern governor
questioned
yesterday
whether George (' Wallace
is physically capable of an
all-out 1976 presidential bid
He
said
the partially
paralyzed
Alabama
governor would have trouble
getting as much Southern
support as he has had in the
past

"I

PERSONALLY

feel

right now that his candidacy
is remote." said Gov

William). Waller il) Miss I
He added that his view
was based on his personal
perception of Wallace when
he was the only governor at
his third term inaugural last
month
In effect, the Mississippi
governor discussed publicly
what many top Democratic
politicians have considered
privately. They wonder
whether Wallace would be
capable
of making
the
Democratic presidential bid
he is reportedly planning in

cratic Policy Committee
unanimously approved a
substitute for Ford's energy
program.
Pastore heads the seven
member task force which
submitted the program to
the policy committee
While the Rhode Island
Democrat declined to make
details of the program
available, it is known that it
includes gradually higher
gasoline taxes, rising as
unemployment declines

Edgar award

PASTORE made his statement as the Senate Demo-

emphasizes
fighting
inflation rather than cutting

THE

Vote For Crowl
Student Senate
SGA

JONES SAID he believes
that fines should not be
lowered
because
of
increased paperwork, the
low
incidence of
some
violations such as displaying
a forged or altered decal.
and the need for a large fine
as in the case of moving a
barricade
Jones said he believes
students would not want to
pay
the
increased
registration fee. as they
already do everything they
can lo avoid the $20 fee.
Some students would still
lail in register their cars in
spite of
an extended

ihe wake of the 1972 assas
M nation attempt that left
him
confined
to
a
wheelchair
HOWEVER. Democratic
partv sources said they
understand that planning for
Wallace's
fourth
presidential bid is going forward
They said the Alabama
governor is discussing suctl
questions as how and when
he will formally announce
his candidacy.

Dems fight Ford's tariff hike
WASHINGTON (API-The
first step in a Democratic
energy program must be to
defeat President Ford's oil
tariff hike. Sen John O
Pastore said yesterday, only
hours after Ford indicated
he plans to veto such a
move.
Ford had held out both the
stick and the carrot to
Congress on his energy
program,
threatening
to
veto oil tariff legislation but
offering to "make accom
modations on details."

Today at the Poll

Also,
the
Parking
Committee is considering
building a new lot near
Batchclder Hall
Meyer's other proposals
received a negative reaction
from the committee
According to Jones. Lot
No 4 near the heating plant
should remain a commuter
lot because it is used by
commuters, according to a
survey done by the Parking
Bureau last year
The metered lot near the
library
should
not
be
changed to a commuter lot
because visitors would have
to park near.the Ice Arena.
JOM* -.ml There is already
a commuler lot behind the
Health (enter

Wallace candidacy questioned

A new program has been created by the office of the vice
president for
public services and
includes 20
undergraduates to serve as official University hosts and
hostesses Chosen on the basis of leadership and
communication skills, the seven men and 13 women are of
academic and geographic backgrounds and represent
campus interests
Ellen Kindle, senior H A
helped with the program's
organization and said its purpose was to provide a group
"of highly enthusiastic students to assist in extending the
Bowling Green spirit of friendliness and hospitality."
Hosts and hostesses will wear special blazers and be
available for ushering at commencement, campus tours,
receptions, alumni affairs, concerts and other University
functions

A Mystery Writers of America < MWA i Special Edgar
award will be given to Francis M Nevins Jr., author of
"Royal Bloodline Ellery Queen. Author and Detective."
published by The Popular Press in the University popular
culture department
The book is about the Ellery Queen detective books and
its authors. Frederic Dannay and Manfred B Lee. It
discusses each book separately and correlates the authors'
lives with their publications.
The award is normally given to non-fiction works, but
MWA said Nevins' critical efforts merited recognition He
has also written articles in "Ellery Queen's Mystery
Magazine and has written another book entitled "The
Mystery Writers Art."
Nevins will receive the award at the annual MWA
Awards Dinner in April at the New York Hilton.

done with students working
part time instead of fulltime meter officers, he said
The Parking Committee
said they would look into
changing lot No 9 near the
television station into an oncampus lot. and some
meters to 10-hours instead of
two as suggested by Meyer.

PROGRAM

oil imports It now goes
before Senate committee
chairmen for consideration
The
Senate program
contains
essentially
the
same tax
cuts already
approved by the House Ways
and
Means Committee.
which
would
be more
generous at lower income
levels
than
those
recommended by Ford
PRESIDENT FORD was
quoted earlier in the day as
telling
Republican
congressional leaders he
will veto expected legislation to delay his increases
in tariffs on imported oil.

registration period. Jones
noted Twenty weeks after
school started in September
there were
188
nonregistration violations in a
one-week period, he said
Using all students as
meter officers would be a
problem because of schedule
conflicts and the fact that
some students
receiving
financial aid are limited as
to how long into the year
they can work. Jones said
However, every question
will be restudied after two
surveys
have
been
completed.
Jones
said
Meyer and Lee Walker
sophomore (B.A.I who also
worked to formulate the
proposals, are going to
survey the women living at
Founders Quad and Sorority

Row to tee how many of
them
have cars
The
Parking Bureau will take a
survey of the number of cars
parked in Lots No 9 and No
4
each
morning
and
afternoon to see whether
changing these lots to oncampus lots is necessary
"The two men did a real
good job."
Jones said
"They
tried
to make
changes and give reasons for
them "
WALKER SAID he was
surprised at the reaction to
the proposals
"I thought
they seemed to try to pick
apart our proposals rather
than
view
them
objectively." he said.
Meyer said he believed the
committee was trying to

discourage him and Walker,
and were too trite in some of
their points.
Meyer contributed part of
the failure of his proposals
to the fact that "we just
haven't been able to get oar
ideas
across"
to
the
students
Meyer said he
believed that the fact that
none of the student representatives to the committee
attended his presentation
proved his point.
Jones
attributed
the
absence of some members
to a difficulty
with
scheduling the meeting.
Meyer said
he would
resubmit his proposals at
the next Parking Committee
meeting
with
additional
statistics from the surveys
to back them up.

Doctor put on probation
after abortion conviction
BOSTON
(AP) Dr
Kenneth C
Edelin was
sentenced to one year's
probation yesterday for his
manslaughter conviction in
the death of an aborted
fetus
Kdelin was immediately
invited to return to work at
the hospital where he did the
abortion, and his attorney
said
the
36-year-old
obstetrician was ready to
return
SUFFOLK
SUPERIOR
Court Judge
James
P
Mel In lie who could have
sentenced Kdelin to up to 20
years in prison said he
would slay the sentence
pending an appeal
Edelin's lawyer said he
would file his appeal later
yesterday
Kdelin. who was convicted
Saturday in the death of a
fetus he aborted in a legal
abortion at Boston City
Hospital on Oct. 3. 1973.
called
the
sentence
"extremely fair."
"I'M HOPEFUL we can

get along with the appeal."
he said
The trustees of the
hospital issued a "statement
of support and outrage" at
his conviction, a hospital
administrator said "He can
come
to
work
this
afternoon."
the
admini
strator said
"We
consider
it
imperative to allow Dr
Kdelin
to
continue
his
dedication and service to the
people of
Boston."
the
executive committee of the
hospital said
THE STATEMENT called
Edelin
"an outstanding
physician
whose
professional performance has
been and continues to be at
the highest level His actions
and medical practice have
been consistent with the
highest prevailing standards
of medical care, and we
strongly reaffirm his continuing staff appointment "
Kdelin's lawyer, William
P Homans. said Kdelin was
"delighted that the Boston
City Hospital board has

acted so speedily, and he Is
ready to go back to work
right now "
HOMANS HAD asked
McGuire
for
leniency,
saying that Edelin "is not an
individual who
has any
malice in his heart "
Prosecutor Newman A.
Flanagan declined to recommend a sentence
Homans said he would
carry the appeal to the U.S.
Supreme Court if necessary.
The high court ruled two
years ago that states may
not prohibit abortions in the
first
six
months
of
pregnancy
EDELIN'S manslaughter
conviction has brought controversy from around the
country.
Two thousand supporters
in Boston staged a rally
Monday night, and a defense
fund has sent appeals across
the country for aid in
meeting
Kdelin's
legal
expenses that now approach
850.000
Right to-life groups hailed
his conviction as a victory.

Italy legalizes abortion
ROME
(API-Italy's
highest
court,
crossing
swords with the Vatican,
ruled
yesterday
that
abortion is legal in this
Roman Catholic country if
pregnancy
threatens
a
woman's health
The Vatican reacted in a
broadcast, saying:
"The
ruling is questionable and of
extreme gravity because it
backs killing of the one to be
born "
THE RULING by the
constitutional
court,
equivalent of the U.S.
Supreme Court, came amid
a massive campaign by
feminists and most political
parties for a reform of
Italy's Fasrist-era abortion
law.
Specifically,
the
court
declared
unconstitutional

Article 546 of the Italian
penal code The law barred
abortion under any circumstance, and set a prison
term of two to five years for
women
who
underwent
abortions, as well as for
doctors, nurses and anyone
else
involved
in
the
operation
THE LAW was widely
flouted This nation of 55 6
million persons has 1.2
million abortions a year,
according
to
U.N.
estimates
Most
are
performed outside hospitals
under
crude
medical
conditions
The court acted on a
request from a Milan judge
who had been trying a
woman who claimed she
turned to abortion after
doctors warned her that

pregnancy was tantamount
to a death sentence
IN THE abse'nce of parliamentary action, the high
court's ruling has the effect
of law But the court failed
to specify to what stage
pregnancy
can
be
terminated or define proper
medical consultation
Most of Italy's political
parties favor a liberalized
abortion
law.
But
the
dominant Christian Democrats control the votes in
parliament.
They,
along
with the Vatican, favor the
present law.
It was adopted during
World War II to "protect the
national stock" as part of
dictator Bemto Mussolini's
dream to resurrect the
Roman Empire.

CONCERNED STUDENTS
Experience, Efficency, and Personal Integrity are
'going to be the Keys to establishing a workable
Student Government in the coming year.
We are for the students. We hope that you will
support us in today's elections.
Student Sentate:
President: RANDY HATHAWAY
Coordinator of
MARY GAMELLIA RIDGE TENNEY
Cultural Affairs: BILL ERICKSON
BRAD BAUER ROB HARBOTTLE
State and Community
HENRY MONTGOMERY
Affairs: DICK PARRISH
U.A.0. Directors:
SGA NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT DARRYL ROLANDELLI
VOTE TODAY
PAUL ADDESSI

SGA VICE PRESIDENT
•

flag* i/Tha *0 Najws, W^naxtoy, Primary If, 1f7S

'Aqua' surrounds listener

THE HARVEST
IS PLENTIFUL

Review kyFraakJ
One of the finest albums of (be earlier part of 1174 was
from a German group called Tangerine Dream. The album
was "Phaedra" and was the first outing for them to appear
in the States
It was something completely different for American ears,
creating a special listening environment. A comparison
would be "Echoes" from the Pink Floyd "Meddle" album kind of like that, but minus the words
The same goes for the first solo album from Tangerine's
leader. Egdar Froese. The album is called "Aqua"i Virgin
13-111). But beware, rock-and rollers!

BLACK STUDENT UNION

THIS ALBUM is not for everyone. "Aqua" contains four
long tracks, all instrumental! which are performed mostly
on synthesizers, mellotrons. organs and other keyboard.
This is one of those albums that people will say was made
for dope smoking or as an aid to get high I say thee nay.
Froese's "Aqua" album goes beyond that kind of space
rock. It creates environments for the listener. The sound
1

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

wraps around the listener as he sits, allowing Froese to take
control. And then he begins to feel the music rather than
bear it.
And I don't mean "music'' in the standard sense. You
won't find melodies or even a steady rhythm in most of the
album. The sounds do most of the work for you
A couple of the tracks do it all quite easily. "Aqua," the 17
minute title track, uses bubbling water as the familiar
sound to carry the listener into a new setting
SWIRLING NOISES and seemingly random notes
continue until nothing but echoes and rushing wind are
present When the time is up. the bubbling water brings the
listener back to home ground.
Sure, you can smoke a couple of joints and down some
booze before trying this album But believe me. the best way
to listen to this album is in a quiet room with a clear head.
Then close your eyes, and let your mind take your body to
new places travel arrangements by Edgar Froes and
"Aqua "
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BLACK LITERATURE
THURSDAY
8:00 P.M.
in
210 Math-Science
The Movie
At

SPOOK WHO SAT BY THE DOOR //
Donation $.50
Sam Qroanasa. author of THf SKKK WHO SAT IT IMC DOOR, has
crowd*! mott acttvffiei Into Ms ftrit 40 yam nun many peopaa a.
pamnci In a Hhnma Ion in Chicago, ha cab HmtH ■ "tecend
aaaer salon Immigrant tram tha Daap South I received a noneducation
In Chicago thants non-a-.hooh. and piayea catch w at then urn*.
iWt> wuconain. Chicago and ThaiiaUndiu. I aaaai ItoaM Ursa* sad
mdonaaun Malar anal amajn Arable. Pnanch and Itaian to ores, s
maal and anjaa »tth lull
Mi. OraanlM received a aajtaa In Political Science from th. UMversity
ot WhconUn. did giaduala mxt m Intamahonal PWaton. al in. Unnwally ol Chicago, than saned aa a foraaja arnica ofhea. <rth On IMted
St at a. information Agency Ha ana given tha Agency'i MentonMs Se>
Mca Aaart to. Ma aclMtMi during tha 195*
I
MfcafMadP.*
OMM
Ana. i years In elecai »a baa, [ail Pakistan, IndonaUa and Giaaca.
ha resigned from ttta U S.I.A « IMS and begin to devote tun lima to
creatYe afftttna. Duma tha nait th.aa yean, ha mota three novela and
a thraaact play, and puNthed IM ahort Hon..
RetarMng to Ctvcago n IS**, tk. Oieentee bacama ma Coot, Deec
tot at a *■»*•*■ cM rights orgaattatton devoted to tha bnuldnm ot
i agragalad heiaavi patterns. Ma la new teaching, artcaig a — noveL
•crtm, on ahort .ronei and poetiy to. young raaeVi and lectumf. Mi
Oraaaaai has also artttan a aoluma aj poetry oaegaad HUf» sol AW
AFMCAN MMMCOS (Third Wortd frees).
N«iv»*T>*SPOC#WH0SAT$YT>*ID<»*h..a*nmed..*>a
nut)* notion eJrhwe and 1a so atadacad It Mr. (naaan and hwa
0»an. Whan It -a. Aral fnMahad M Oraat kTAeln m 194* SPOOK received tha loot ot tha Yaa. A.erd from both tha London Time, and ma
London T May as* Whan .abashed - Ma UnRad States, » was roetawea by the Us Aatjatoa Sentinel as "m» at tj» nesl ceaweigsaj
aaati ■ tha c»«n^> tadar', and b> b>a MSn.ln Coene. aa V a.
cw»len »-o a m«', eYeams at fraaSam_rt sheuM a
heag yen aa, ft theuM topee ye»"
Thla boat • both a aetae on tha cM rajhts erobaems « ma US. and a
aeries* attamat to focw on th. aave of Baa me».ncy. In tha author1.
o»n awes. 1 eone.de. TW SPOOK WHO SAT IT THt DOOP) a itwdy ot
ma ii.elsUiimy ckaractat« general and tats farcical nature ot rac*
"rtasralion In tha U.S. In aartlcala. ki that It k tha aton, af ana shatto
s<sc. wan'a naacaan to «va hyaacrla> af ava ba..|
A a aatobic
raahlcM In that A a a lala or man'i roactMn to oaarsauon. It ■ anna.
l»j.ttraaaaiaafn»itabla»ga<a«»>cn»..A»a>tiiaiilaaiaa«rs»aaa-

SAM GREENLEE

~<m*~ CL3SSIFIED —a®**We are net taaaanalala far naaaaakaa uniaaa natHSaal an (Wat atsy al liaaarMsn.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Wednesday, February It, 1T78
White Elephant sale from 9 am to 4 p m , Living Center in Home
Ec Bkjg
Gay Union meeting Rm 2M Hayes Hall, 8pm
Active Christians Today: Bible studies, both at 801 dough. St 10
a.m. The Holy Spirit. I p.nV "Where has the Church been?"

Physical Activity Center (or Everyone flub meeting « p m In the
TaftRm , Unioax Majn^srishOa^Stlead.
Camp Big Silver of Plnchney, Michigan will interview lor summer
jobslrom9a m toipmStud Serv BUg . Stud Court
Circle K Club organisational meeting 7:30, Rm. 1MB. A. Bldg
Ohio Student Ed Atsoc meeting 7 30 Wayne Rm . Union Open to
all; question and answer period.
WEISSBROD Studio
Wposter 354-8041

133

Female roommate
M8 mo 352*51

own room

W

hour service 1-216^31-1557
RAY MARVAR
PRF.SIDEMT

lor

SGA

VOTE CONSTABLE
SENATE.

SGA

Authentic American
JEWELRY 354-7443

INDIAN

ELECT DENNIS BOTTONAR1
STUDENT REP TO BOARD
OF TRUSTEES

PERSONALS

Freddie's Flock meeting. 2nd floor East Hall Memorial Hall I p.m.

LOST AND FOUND

other couple or single person to
share expenses in modern 2
bedroom
apartment,
near
campus Facilities include pingpong, indoor pool, billiards 4
laundry Utilities paid except
electric M7 mo 352 5437

SALE AT FINDERS RECORDS
ALL $4 98 LP's REDUCED TO
$4 3$.
COLORADO SUMMER JOBS'
Work and play in the Rockies
this summer-ranches, lodges.
parks, etc
Send $300 lor
information and list of contacts
Ranch Hand Coop. 480 N 19th
St Canon City. Colorado. 81212
SALE 35% OFF Saki Sets.
Condiment Sets
THE
WORKING HAND CRAFT
CENTER 515 Con neaut.

VOTE FOR KIM JAKEWAY
COOR
OF CULTURAL
AFFAIRS
FOR SALE
Alverei Bluegrass Banjo $325
or best offer Jim l.vnch $86300$
SPEAKERS - 1 EPI Model W
speakers, like new. best offer
372-3»41
Fender Bassman Top. $50
Speaker Bottom, 1 M" JBL
speakers price negotiable J523387

LOST 1 silver band rlnt with
mother pearl stones In girl's
bathroom, main Library. Sentimental value, pleaae call 2-3573
and leave message for Karen
Saas

Clay is sot dirt Unique gills of
pottery and silver. Al the Mad
Artist Colony S Prospect and
Byall t to 10 Mon.-Sat.
WANTED

Get psyched Pi's to bump and
boogie all rule long at the

LOST: 78 class ring on Moonev
I
$30 REWARD
Contact
Founders main desk

1 or 2 females to sublet spring
W6/mo 3M-31B.

DAVE

HELP WANTED

74 Male BG grad desperately
needs parttime employment
352 5MS

Susan Klooa for SGA Senate

APARTMENTS
2 bedrooms.
furnished 352-4671

VOTE GINNY McGEE FOR
STUDENT.

Sublease 1 bedroom furnished
apartment spring quarter 3835*88

Mature, reliable person wanted
for creative chikjeare and light
housekeeping Mon and Wad
Must love babies Call 354-7471
or see Dr. Mel Hyman in
Speech.
SaTRVTCESOfTERKD
Expert sewlag and meadutg
Pickup aad delivery Sewing
■ available 3U-MM

fc»rmal.

1 m to share 3 bedroom apt
383-4aMl
M. roommate to share 3 bdrm.
bouse tlM/mo . John. 352-0*89
after 4 p.m.
Sublease soring M/mo
1343

354-

caanrter

313-

7maftar4

Decislons'' Need to talk?
Emotional and Material Pregnancy Aid, 353-4331.

1 fm. rm. to sublease spr. qtr

TYPING DONE. 383-8334

1 (m needed now pkas spring
Mt/mo.pool Ph 334-1386

Typatagdone 333-7386
Theaes typing 353-7386

Need

PHOTOGRAPHS?

portraits, passports, sopll
cations, senior specials

m mat

1 m roommate to share 3
bedroom house immedialely
$58 mo aUHUea lachaoad 393$T$3.
Youg married couple aseds

FOR RENT

CROWL

FOR SGA

STUDENT SENATE.

SALE AT FINDERS RECORDS
ALL W.83 LP's REDUCED TO

(It*.
Vote Mary
Senate

Foltx

for

SGA

Abortion IMormalion - Finest
medical care available at the
lowest coat Immediate appoint
nsSJata. Toll free 1-380-433-3770
Abortion Information Service
Starting rate $13$. Clinic very
dose Is area. 1-34 week
pregnancy terminated by
liceased certified gynecologist
Modern techniques and finest
facilities.
Immediate
arrangements will be made
with no hassle Call collect 34

Cherry HIU Village leasing
Chab house with indoor heated
pool. Office hours $-5 M-F $83
Napoleon Rd Suite 5 352-624$
Preferred Property Rentals
Houses and Apartments 351
$378
We have many apartments and
house (or rent (or summer and
fall Call NewWave Realty 353
7381.
Now leasing (or summer and
(all Luther Apartments 1 and 2
bedrooms 9 month and 12
month leases. 35I-43S4
Rooms near campus Fall &
summer rentals. Phone 352
7386

WadtiMday. February 19, 1975, The M N«wi /Po,. *

Bingo - inexpensive night out
B-4. U-46. 0-61
"Bingo!"
A smiling (are. a waving
hand - Ihe winner looks like
a youngster trying to answer
a question for a teacher

Inquest checks Dem's hiring policy
COLUMBUS (AP)--The
former director of the
state's major personnel
agency said yesterday he
would fully cooperate in an
investigation of hiring
practices during the closing
days of the Democratic
administration.
Franklin County Prosecutor George C Smith said
Monday be planned to question former Administrative
Services Director Joseph J.
Summer in connection with
allegations that Democratic
campaign workers got noshow state jobs lite last
year.
SMITH. WHO went before
a Franklin County grand
jury yesterday, also
included John K Hansan.
chief of staff for former
Gov. John J. Gilhgan. and
Lt. Gov Richard Celeste
among those he expected to
interrogate All three could
be subject to subpoenas, he
said
SMITH SAID he gave the
grand jurors "a briefing of
the general outline of the
case" and would return to
the panel "when we feel it is
appropriate."

"We are now in a factgathering stage." he said.
State Auditor Thomas E
Ferguson ana the Ohio
Highway Patrol are also
investigating so-called
phantom worker allegations
in at least six state departments and agencies
SOMMER SAID the
current controversy was not
a factor in his decision to
leave his new 825.600 a year
job as chief of the attorney
general's consum a fraud
division
Sommer's resignation is
effective Friday. :ix weeks
after he took the jc D.
Sommer said H insan had
asked him a ter the
November electi m to find
interim jobs for I emocratic
campaign worker i.
"HE SAID he v as going to
be sending some lames over
of people who had been
working on th( campaign

summer
<neurope
Bi na« ADVAHU II
'■'■si flf3Ui«tu|lpi
us co>i ■r>»»owrjl 11, '.
" CAU I0U FRM/l-SOO l.'i 4117

and needed to be placed,"
Sommer said
The former personnel
chief said he was reluctant
because "we had for all
intents and purposes kind of
a hiring freeze after the
election."
During the course of his
conversation with Gilligan's
chief aide. Sommer said,
"something alerted me as to
what he was talking
about

The scene takes place
often at the Jaranko Trade
(enter on U. S Route 25
north of Bowling Green.
According to Dan Ray,
one of the managers of the
bingo games held every
Tuesday. Wednesday and
Friday nights, most of the
players are there for an inexpensive night out
"Most of the players take
it as a game but some do
give the caller some static."
he explained, "but it's all
part of the game "

are ready to
have a ROARING
good time at
their formal!

Many come an hour before
the games begin to get those
seats.
"Most of the people play
around 12 cards but one
woman plays 50 while an
older gentleman plays only
one." he said.
Carolyn Fountain is that
woman.
"This is how I make my
living. I've got five kids

living at home and only get
1185 a month from ADC laid
to dependent children!," she
said
Fountain clears about <6 a
night and doesn't mind
driving from Toledo to play
"It's only 32 miles." she
said
Besides playing 50 cards
herself, she usually helps
her mother play 12. Last
Friday night she was helping
two players across the table
play their 12

"It's easy to do but
sometimes gets boring." she
explained "Most of the time
it's fun. I've never hit the
big jackpot, but I keep
trying," she said
Several weeks ago. an
older woman won the JI0O0
prize. Ray said she "sat
there and turned white."
The players' ages range
from 18 to 88. Friday .night is
the heaviest attended around 240 players. The
average per night is about
180 to 200

Story and Newsphotos by Michael G. Grone

HE QUOTED Hansan as
saying: " These people are
going to have to work ' He
raised his voice and shouted
at me. I want these people
hired.'
"I interpreted that as a
direct order." Sommer said
Subsequently, he said,
some 75 referrals were sent
to administrative services
through the governor's
office and 40 people were
hired.

The Pi's

Ray said most of the
players are regulars and
have their "lucky" seats

DINNER?
DOMINO'S!
TONIGHT
4:30-8:00
352-5221

Good for
ONE FREE
QUART COKE

Good for
THREE
FREE COKES

wiln a small pizza

with any large pizza

4:30-8:00 Mon.-Thurs.

4:30-8:00 Mon.-Thurs.

Phone
Address.

Phone
Address.

Domino's people are the pizza people, period.

ELECT HATHAWAY SGA PRESIDENT

'Do-or-die' tonight at Western
I

ByDtcfcRm
ANtaUMSHrliUlM

Million lmpoesible?
* Looking at lUUttlci. one
would have to My. "yet."
Talking to the Falcon
basketball team, one would
think, "not quite so
Here's the situation
Bowling Green. 13 8 overall
and 7-4 in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC), will
travel to Kalanuzoo. Mich
to meet the Broncos at 7 30
tonight in an almost "do-ordie" league contest

THERE 13 only one hitchWestern Is 5-0 at home this
year In conference games,
and 8-1 at borne overall. The
only loss came to Notre
Dame.7S-71
Impressive, isn't it? Last
season, the Broncos were 5-1
In conference play at the
friendly confines of Read
Fieldhouse on the Western
campus. The Broncos' home
record last season saw 10
victories In 12 games.
Western is M in the MAC
and IS-* overall They are
currently tied for third place

in the loop with Miami and
Toledo
Despite the overwhelming
statistics that favor the
Broncos st home, the Falcon
players are optimistic about
a victory tonight.
If we play like we did
against Loyola, I think we'll
be hard to beat," co-captain
Cornelius Cash said. "We've
just got to go up there and
play our type of basketball.
We can't get blown out the
first half, because If the
other team gets confidence,
it's really hard to stop them

f—

Lacrosse

The BGNev^J

O PORTS
Wednesday, February 19, 1975

"SPEAKING ntOM my
Individual point of view. I
definitely think we can win
if we play as a unit," he
added
Cash is BG's second
leading scorer with a 15.1
average. He is leading the
league in rebounding with an
average of 13.4 caroms per
game.
Junior guard Steve
Cooper, who has raised his
scoring average to 9.0, said
BG must control the tempo
of the game to win.
"We've got to make them

*>9* ' °

An organizational meeting
will be held at 7:30 p.m.
today in 110 Men's Gym for
anyone interested in playing
club lacrosse.
If you cannot attend, call
372-2102

Junior varsity mentor
has three-fold mission
By Mark Glover
Sports Editor
If you ever have the need for a part-time basketball coach,
a part-time psychologist and a part-time motivation expert,
you might call Mike Ehrenfrled over at Anderson Arena
Ehrenfried, the coach of the Falcon Junior varsity
hoopsters. Is all three rolled into one
NOT ONLY does the 25-year-old coach have to prepare his
own team for a game, he must deal with those cagers who
play for the JV'« after competing with the varsity.
Ehrenfried said the adjustment to JV basketball after
playing varsity is tough on a player.
It is Ehrenfried's job to get these players mentally
prepared for a junior varsity contest while also motivating
them for future varsity play The blond BG graduate
explained how he accomplishes this assignment
"When you go from varsity to junior varsity, it's hard for
a player," he said "It's a big adjustment to make.
"Now take Jay Underman He was playing varsity in a
couple of games and he came back down and responded with
34 poults in his first game back with the junior varsity
(against the Toledo All-Stars I. I admire him as an individual
tor that. ' he noted
"What I try to do with a player that comes down from the
varsity is sit down with him and tell him that It's a challenge
for him to play and to respond positively to it," added
Ehrenfried
: The JV mentor said that going the opposite way- from
junior varsity to varsity- is particularly tough this season
"THERE IS A lot of pressure with the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) race and the fans," he said "It's a lot
different to play junior varsity and then play in a varsity
game in front of all those fans."
The junior varsity format makes the transition from JV to
varsity a little easier. Ehrenfried explained how the Junior

varsity plays Its games in correspondence with the varsity.
"We run our defense like the varsity." he said. "That
makes It easier for a player to adjust to the varsity later.
We try to run a series of plays used earlier by the varsity
and then discard them
"We can't run the same offensive plays as the varsity,
because the opposing varsity teams could catch on to them.
"And we try to win. We expect them (the JV players) to
win when they get into a varsity position," he added
Ehrenfried's JV crew has had little trouble in the winning
department. His team has run up a fine 11-1 mark with a
number of assorted lineups The junior varsity cagers have
won with and without big men and Ehrenfried does not
really know what his final lineup will be until the varsity
lineup is set.
FOR EXAMPLE, varsity players Norvain Morgan and
Ron Hammye played JV ball earlier in the year. Despite the
loss of these big men. Ehrenfried's hoopsters have won.
Ehrenfried said his team has been able to run an effective
last break throughout the year due to the fine ball-handling
efforts of Greg Kampe and Jim Feckley. Quick forward
Dave Sutton has also sped up the BG attack.
Although pleased with the good overall record, the young
coach from Tiffin said there is a more important job to be
done.
"The most important thing Is winning varsity games," be
said firmly. "We talk to our JV s about that fact before the
season begins. We make do with what we have."
'' Make do" is probably an understatement considering the
ill record. If Ehrenfried continues to make do at his
current pace, he will supply future BG varsity squads with
players who know what it is like to win.

play OUR game on THEIR
floor," Cooper said. "If they
play man-to-man, I think we
can kill them.
"We feel a certain amount
of pressure. We (the team)
have blown some games we
should have won." be said.
"It's going to be 'do-or-die'
against Western.
Jeff Montgomery, the
Falcons' leading scorer and
the MAC'S third best scorer
with a 17.6 average, thinks
that the Falcons must be
mentally prepared for the
contest.
"AS LONG AS everyone
goes up there ready to play
when they go out on the
court, then we'll be all
right," Montgomery said.
"Sure, it's difficult to win on
the road in the MAC, but if
we play like we did against
Loyola, we're fine."
Skip Howard, who started
against Loyola after being
benched for two games, said
he is confident that the
Falcons can bring home a
victory tonight.
"We've got to play with a
little more togetherness,
like we did against Loyola,"
he said "I think if we do
that, we can win."
"I hope we're not tired,"
BG head coach Pat Haley
said. "This will be our
fourth game In seven days.
But, mentally, we're getting
better We did a lot of thingi
well against Loyola."
Starters for Western are
expected to be 6-8 Tom
Cutter, 6-9 Paul Griffin. 6-3
Jeff Tyson. 6-4 Jimmle
Harvey and 6-0 Jim Kurzen
"THEIR TWO big guys
(Cutter and Griffin) are fine
players," Haley said. Cutter
is averaging 13.1 points and
eight rebounds per contest
Griffin is averaging 9.7
points and 9.1 rebounds per
game
• e •
Tonight's varsity contest
can be heard over radio
station WAWR-FM (93.5).

Falcon big men Skip Howard (52) and Ron Hammye (35)
attempt to defense Kent Slate's Ricky Gates (13) in last
weekend's cage action at Anderson Arena. Howard, a 6-9
•
senior, became BG's sixth best career rebounder against
lOVw ©e S Loyola Monday night. Howard and Hammye and their Falcon
teammates will travel to Western Michigan to meet the
tonight. (Newspheto by Michael Grone)

Twin

Bearcats dump women cagers
By Laari Leach
Staff Writer
The Falcon women cagers
lost to the University of Cincinnati Bearcats, 60-48. at
Cincinnati last weekend. The
loss was only the second of
the season for Bowling
Green.
Bobbie Little was leading

scorer for the Falcons with
10 points. Other high scorers
for BG were Barb Britton
(9). Sue Chorman 18) and
Gail Allen (7).
The only saving grace in
the game was BG's rebounding. The Falcons had 2S
offensive rebounds and 28
defensive rebounds Leading

rebounders for Bowling
Green were Gail Allen and
Barb Britton with 10 caroms
apiece
LINDA HARDY had seven
of BG's 17 steals in the Cin
cinnati game The Falcons
also had three blocks.
On the brighter side, the
Falcon junior varsity demo-

lished UC. 71-14 BG held the
junior Bearcats to only 18
rebounds, while grabbing 39
offensive and 30 defensive
rebounds themselves. Leading rebounders were Nancy
Gray (13). Kathy Costello
(12) and Pat Walter (10).
Laura Maczko and Jenny
GUI paced BG with 13 and 12
markers each.

Dan Garfield

Pass the aspirin please
By Dan Garfield
Asslstaat Sports Editor
Anybody got an aspirin? I
think I have Excedrin
headache number 99-a
Bowling Green hockey
migraine.
The pain gets more
excruciating each week.
This week's reason is
another loss and a tie
resulting from the Lake
Superior series.
One week it is Injuries I
take two aspirin for that.
The next week, just a lackluster
performance-two
more. I don't think I can
stand it any longer
The injury situation this
year is as bad as the
casualties after D-Day
Coach Ron Mason should ask
President Ford to declare
his team a national disaster.
But for every hangover,
there has to be fast pain
relief the morning after, and
this moment of winless
Indigestion could be settling
soon.

Raj'

[

Foken defenseman Roger Archer (3) tries to swipe the puck
hem Western Michigan's Tim Duntep in recent action at the
Ice Arena. Archer, along with senior cohort Al leitch
(background), has been absorbing the bulk of the defensive
load due to injuries to three top BG defenders. (Nawsphote
by Sieve Antik).

Dial Falcon Hotline 372-BGSU

THIS SEASON, more than
any other in the six-year
hockey history at BG. the
chance for national
prominence is evident. You
have heard that line once too
much-it is a growing ulcer.
When things were going
great, and the Falcons were
18-4-1 and ranked seventh in
the nation, thoughts of
NCAA bids danced in the
players' beads.
However, a three-fold
disaster at St. Louis (two
losses and a host of injuries)
threw the high-flying

Falcons into a tail-spinning,
five-loss escapade
Standing 19-9-2 now is not
too bad. BG has a second
chance for the college
hockey dream-a birth in the
1975 NCAA finals at St.
Louis Rarely does any team
get a second chance.
If you shake your heads
and argue against the
Falcons, you are just like
the Western Collegiate
Hockey
Association
(WCHA) aristocracy They
think the NCAA is their
baby, and they have
thumbed their noses at the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association (CCHA) too
often. They, along with the
BG fans, had better look
twice.
With one glance at the
NCAA selection committee,
one can easily see
possibilities for two
outstanding CCHA squadsSt. Louis and the Falcons.
The six-man committee
that chooses two representatives from the western
United States (including the
CCHA. but it has never
happened before), consists
of Lake Superior coach Rick
Comley, Ohio State mentor
Gerry Walford and Ohio
University coach John
McComb. chairman of the
NCAA hockey committee.
IT WILL BE up to these
three coaches and three
other comnutteemen from
the west to decide who
fills the two western berths
But where do BG and St
Louis come In?
Elementary. Both are
having relatively fine

seasons They both fared
well against out-of-league
competition and cne
committeeman
has
promised his vote to BG or
St. Louis if one of a
combination of conditions
are met.
Comley talked about the
selection process last
weekend.
"It's hard to say right
now.'' Comley said
following Saturday's win
over BG 16-5). "If St. Louis
takes two at BG and wins
the playoff. I'd have to go
with St Louis
"Now if Bowling Green
catches fire, and wins it < the
CCHA playoffs), I would
have to vote for Bowling
Green. But they have to win
two against St. Louis."
St. Louis is hot They have
won nine of their last 11
games, including a tie with
perennial powerhouse
Boston University. The
Falcons meanwhile,
dropped from the national

ranks and are riding a nosediving roller coaster
Do the Falcons deserve an
NCAA bid" Are they the
same team which went 6-0
against eastern opponents,
including Boston U. and alsc
went up to Michigan State
and outplayed the Spartans
on their own ice?
AT THIS time-no
BG is not playing well
There are more holes in the
defense than a cheap soda
cracker. Mason consented to
that fact, but there is no one
to fill in the gaps. Mason has
gone so far as to put forward
Tom Esper on defense That
is how desperate things are
Esper. who now has played
every position this year
except goalie, is the team's
number one utility player
The scoring this year has
been adequate. The Falcons
are the top scoring team in
the nation (Division I). But
when your team scores five,
six and seven goals just to
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lose or lie. that's pretty
poor
Mental errors and
thoughtless passing by even
the best BG players are two
blunders resulting in the
team's recent collapse
But why debate the past
The injury situation has
been hell for Mason to work
around And the five lone*
in the last seven games
might well drive any coach
insane. Right now. it is the
future which is important. A
25-9-2 record could be the
Falcons' passport to NCAA
stardom But it will take a
total team effort each game
Isn't the NCAA worth II?
I'M WILLING to bet St.
Louis is going to be primed
to blow BG right out of the
Ice Arena this weekend
They have an eye on the
NCAA bid The NCAA host.
St. Louis University, want*
to be at its own party.
Wouldn't you like to be
there too, BG?
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